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EDITORIAL

LABOR: WHERE
ARE WE NOW?
BY ELAINJ: BLRNARD
fhe good news this year was that
U.S. organized labor grew by over
200,000 members-the first time since
the early 1970s that unions have t•x.perienc('d net growth.
The bad nc-ws, however, is that labor
conti nues to Jose "mark<·t share"-the
proportion of the work force that is organized shrnnk last y<>ar. as it has since the
mid· l 950s. And that's not just a problem
for unions. It's a problem for democracy
in America.
Unionization remains a necessary
pn•requisite for th<• aquisition and exercising of basic rights in the ·workplace.
Outside of collective bargaining. the vast
majority of Americans have few legal
rights as workers, and no right to participate in workplace decision-making. No
society can expect to maintain a lively
democratic culture after work while tolerating union-busting and an authoritarian
and arbitrary regime of lotal managenwnt rule in the workple1ce.
Whilt• labor has been rel11ct1mt to
challenge the first Democratic adnunis·
trntwn in over a decade, it needs to mobilize its membership and supporters to
create pressure on the adn1111istratmn and
Congress from the left. In particular. it
nt'eds to represent, not simply to the
administration, b\1t to the community at
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large, the intere!'its of working people,
who hav<> been working harder and receiving less over the last two decades.
The administration needs pressure
from the majority to take on the specia!
interests of our country's best-organized
minority: big bui;iness. We need to remember that no group gives up pri\·ilegt•
or power easily. Refonn-whether labor
law reform or for progressive Cl'.onom ic
policies-is not just a matter of winning
over a few votes in the Senak. Progress
has never been achieved simply by electing a sympathetic: government. Rather, it
happens through the combination of an
administration open to rt>form 1111d a mobilized grassroots movt'ment, organizing
and demanding its rights.
Senator Wagner, not President
Roosevelt. wrote the National Labor Relations Act. And he was prompted not by
a sudden conversion to workers' righLs but
by the reawakening of the labor mowment. Workers' actions 1md community
support provided the push needed to pass
laborlaw refom1 in 1935. The election of
a Democratic administration provides
labor with an opening for change. but the
moment11111 for change must come from
labor and its community allies.
Last year's campaign by labor, environmentalist, and community groups m
opposition to the North Ameril·an free
Trade Agreement was an important watershed The owrwhelming labor opposit ion to NA.FTA was matched by a strategy
that st ressed int!'rnational links, solid;'{rity. and community coalition building
For the first tinw in dt:>carles, progressives

both mside and outsJde the labor m
ment had a chance to discuss uruon and
solidarity issues with a \\ide ra::
f
commimit)' groups.
J\11 of this work needs to~~
and broadened: intemauonal
d
comm unity outreach \\ill ~
if
);ibor is to reverse its long d
lets
make sure that the auu- AIT:\ ..:am·
paign is remembered not as a
defeat but as a first step lOl'>
revit;ilization.
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Uncertain Progress:
.

Laborin
the Clinton Era
BY MARK L EVINSON

T

wo years into the Clinton presidency, the
economy is ge11erati11g jobs-four million
since the 1992 elections. The problem is
thal these jobs are overwhelmingly low-wage or
part-time. As a result there are over 14 million
full-time, year-round workers in the United
States-one fifth of all surh workers-whose earnings are below the poverty line for a family of four.
Another ten million workers work less than full
time and cam less than the poverty line.
One reason for the proliferation of low-wage
jobs is the decline of unions. Only 15.8 percent of
American workers are in a union. Unions represent 12 percent of the private sector workforce,
down from the '35 percent covered in the 1950s.
By contrast, over a third of public sector workers
are union members, compared to 11 percent int he
1950s.
Unions are in decline because most private
sector employers do everything they can to fight
them. It is not unusual for employers to harass
workers during organizing drives, create endless
delays at the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB}, refuse lo negotiate a contract, or break
strikes with scabs who then become permanent
replacements. Studies have shown that 75 percent of employers actively oppose unionizatio11 of
their workforces and that nearly every anti-union
device an employer uses, whether legal or illegal,
has a measurable negative effect.
When workers are given a choice free of
intimidalion and fear, they overwhelmingly opt
for union representation. In the public sector, for
example, 011ce employees gain the right to organize, the state usually respects that right and does
not actively resist uni onization. AFL-CIO Presi-

dent Lane Kirkland recently discussed the impact
of employers' conduct:
A recent 'tudy of eve.ry public sector representation election in 1991 and 1992-1.911 in allfound that in 85 percent of the elections the
worker. voted for representation; in the private
\l'Ctor U1e comparable figure is 49 percent. Even
more telling is the fact that in large1 p1ivale sect.or
elections, in which the anti-union campaign is
more elaborate and intense, worker.. vote for repre~entation in only 20 percent of U\e elections.
Public ~mployecs are not a breed apart from employees who work in the private sector. Public and
private employee' are raised together in the same
way, go to the same schools, and live in the same
communities. Public and private employees do the
same kind of work: there are puhJicly-employed
janitors, drivers, secretaries, nurses and the like,
just as U\ere are in the private sector.

Labor's Quand ary
Despite research demonstrating that unions
improve wages and benefits, reduce inequality,
and contribute to economic grmvth, the importance of unionism-both in the workplace and in
the larger society-has never received adequate
notice. Today's prc:-ss portrays unions simply as
interest groups, not as a force for democracy that
cou11terbalanres the political inDuenre of capital.
The Clinton administration has been seemingly indifferent toward unions. «Unions are
okay where they are, Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown has declared. ~And where they are not, it
is not yet clear what sort of organization should
represent workers."
This is not 011ly bad economics (more on that
September/October
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The Clinton
administration has
been seemingly
indifferent toward
unions.
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later) but also a self-defcati11g politics. Someday
Dl'mocrats will understand that it is in their
interest to actively promote unions. Tiu: political
education campaigns that unions direct at their
members have an effect. A recent study by Steve
Jackson, professor of public policy at Cornell
University, documents that in every pn•sidenlial
election since Y\' orld v\'ar II, union members
(after controlling for race, religion, age, income
and gender) voted in grt:ater percentages !or
Democrats than their non-union peers. (The difference in the 1992 election was teu percentage
points!) Democrats cannot hope to pass meaningful health care reform , public im:cstmrnt, or full
employment kgislation without a stronger labor
movement.
But unions now find thernsdves in a terrible
quandary \Yorkers m unionized industri es are
under heavy pressure to accept wage cuts in the
name of compditivi:ncss, whether against lnwcost foreign producers or against 11onunion domestic firms. Worse, mass layoffs have undermined unions' ability to defend the most basic
right of ;ill-job security. The mon: their strength
declines, the more difficulty tlwy have playing
their outward-lookit1g role as vehicles of democratic citizenship; the \Waker they become, the
more tht•y look like just aJ1other narrow interest
group. And if unions are in troubl1>, tlwn a
democratic left politics is in trouble
Obviously the long-term solution is for labor
to organize thl' unorganized. But here unions find
themselves up against a new milit:mcy on the part
of busim•ss-a militancy aided by the structure of
U.S. labor law, which favor.s management The
penalties for harassing or firing workers who sign
union rnrds have become so light, and the delays
Democrntic Left

in enforcement so long, that our
labor laws are, on baJance, impediments to union organization.
Labor has long sought refom1s-s11ch as access of union
representatives to workplaces,
card check recognition, arbitration of first contracts, contract
preservation when ownership
changes hands, expedited NLRB
procedures. broadening the law to
include some of the roughly 50
million workers who are not coven:d, and serious penalties for unfair labor practices-that would
encouragt' firms to negotiate with
their employees .. In 1978 President Carter supported a version of labor law refom1 that had
majority support in both houst's of Congress but
fell victim to a Republic;m filibuster in the Senate.
Unions waited twelve years for a Democratic
administration that would once again put labor
law reform on the agenda.
The Dunlop Commission:
Promise or Pitfall for Labor?
The Clinton :tdministration has set up a tenmember commi.ssion 011 the future of workerrnanagement relations. The commission was directed to examine three issues: whether new methods or institutions should be encouraged or rettuirl'cl to enhance productivity through labormanagement cooperation and employee participation; whether changes should be made in labor
law and collective bargaining to increase cooperatiw behavior; and whether anything should be
done to help resolve workplace disputes without
resorting to court or federal agencies. As the
commission's mandate makes clear, the administration is interested in workplace reform because
of its impact on compctitivenes~ rather than a
desire to expand worker rights.
The comrmss1on is led by former Secretary of
Labor John Dunlop. Other commission members
include two fonnl'r labor secretaries. academics,
corporate executives, and Do\,lg Fraser. the retired
president of the United Auto "\'orkers. The
commission issued a fact-finding report in June
and is scl1eduled to produce recommendations
this fall.
The fact-finding report documents that the
U.S t•conomy and labor relations system "fall
short of meeting the needs of many Americans."

The U.S. is moving t1)wards a two-tiered society
\vi.th wan upper tier of high wage skilled workers
and an increasing 11nclerd.1ss of low p:1id labor. n
As a result the U.S. earnings distribution is the
most unequal among dcn•lopcd countries. "A
healthy society," according to the rt•port, "cannot
continue along t11e path the US is moYing"
The report also rccogniz1·s that tilt' rights of
workers arc increasingly violated by employers.
The commission finds that i11 one out of every four
union organizing campaigns, at least one worker
is illegally discharged, and that the risk of being
fired for union activity has increased fifteen fold
in the past forty years.
TI\ese fi11dings. as the AfL-CIO pointed out,
actually underestimate tl1t• problem since they
count only workers who a re fired and event 11ally
reinstated, and ignore the thousands of additional
workers who an: forced to :-.dtlc for back pay
without reinstatement or who cannot prove that
the reason that they wen• discharged was because
of their union activity The commission's conclusion that "the rights of most workers who seek to
unionize are respecteci by l'mployers ... " is simply
not true.
According to the commission, there is "a
growing recognition that achieving a high produc-

tivity/high wage economy n:quires .. the orgarii7,at io11 of work in ways that more fully dcYe.lop a11d
utilize th1• .skills, k11owh•dge, and mot!vatior1 of
the workforce." A11d whilt• betwel"n one fifth and
one third of the workforct• is involved in snnw
form of employee i rrvolvenwnt scheme, less than
5 pt>rc1•nt of Anwric:rn workplaces warrant the
label "high performance."
Although the cornmissionl'rs cite studies
demonstrating that employee involvement pro·
grams are mon· effL·ctive in unionized firms, they
make ck·ar that they ure i11fl•rcstcd i11 encouraging
such programs m 11on-1111ion workplaces. The
problem, acrurding to the rl.'port. is that our labor
laws prevent this lwcmrsc "the advl'rsarial conception of till' t•mployrne11t n•lat ionship that had led
to the 1935 \\'agner 1\1 t (is] incompatible with
cooperative rd,11 io11s that Iare) necessary in t ht•
modern economic and human n.· souffe environment."

''Employee Participation"
vs. Workplace Democracy
Labor Sl'crl'tary Robert Reich echoed the
dominant persp1·ctivt' of the Dunlop Commission
whl'n he comment 1'd, "The issue for me is worker
voicl' v\'orkas rwed a voic~· at the \'\'Orkplace. I' rn
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June 25: A
Caterpillar worker
protests the pepper·
gassing of locked·
out workers at the
AE. Staley plant
in Illinois
(see page 13).
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September 1993:
UAW workers in
Michigan protest the
attempts of their
employer, Blue Cross/
Blue Shield, to cut
their health benefits.
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flexible about where that voice comes from or how
it's expressed." The problem "vith this 1s that it
glosses over what is ml'ant by "voice," and it fails
to distinguish the consl'quences of the different
ways that voice may be expressed.
In a non-union setting, employee "voice" or
employee partici pati on is dependent on the goodwill of management. If employees are involved in
decisions it is always at management's initiative,
and the format, stnicture, administration and
functioning of the process remain management
prerogatives. While 11011-union compa11ie.1 mn involve
employees, humani=.e the work process a11d perhaps
increase productfrity, the one thing they ca1111ot do is
democratize the workplace--that is, provide workers with
tme power. Without unions the enterprise remains
essentially authoritarian, no matter how benevolently its management may behave at any given
moment.
In a union setting, employee involvement
rests on a very different premise: joint action by
mutual agreement between management and the
chosen representatives of the employees. Unions
are necessary to ensure genwne participalion of
workers in decision making Real cooperation
requires two independent partners. Given the
imbalance of power between employers and employees there is no non-union way to cooperate.
Strengthening unions is the only way to democratize the one major institution of modern
society to which the revolution of democratic
citizenship has yet to be extended-the workplace. We cannot have a democratic workplace
without the preconditions for democrac.y-the
right for workers to have an independent voice, a
union. There is no other way.
Democracy is fine, a skeptic might say, but if
the firm isn't competitive, what good is democ-

D emocratic Left

racy at the workplace? And indeed 1t used to be
conventional wisdom that unions reduced economic efficiency. But recent studies show otherwise. According to Business Week," More than fifty
quantitative studies have concluded that the
higher productivity of unionized companies offsets most of their higher costs." To the e>..1.ent that
higher union ·wages increase costs, they do not
increase prices for consumers because the costs are
paid for by redistributing profits to workers.
Why are unionized finns more productive
than non-union firms? Unionized finns invest
more in productivity enhancing technology; they
have lower worker turno'\'er and therefore more
experienced workas; and they make 1t possible for
workers to genuinely participate in decision making.
While the economic effect of unions is important, David Silbennan, Director of the AfL-CIO' s
Task Force on Labor Law, told the Dunlop Commission that
It would be a mistake of the fir;t order -and a
grave disservice to the kind of public debate that is
needed in th.is country-were tJ1e Commission to
ground its recommendations solely in efficiency
considerations. Public policy is not made, and
cannot be, on one dimension. l.:.nhancing enterprise efficiency is, no doubt, an important end of
public policy, but it is not the only end. The
commi~\ion should make that clear and should
explicitly base its recommendations on the full
range of social value~.

Are Works Councils
Viable Alternatives to Unions?
At le:ist one member of the Dunlop Commission, labor economist Richard rreeman, believes
that one way to give workers "voice" without

unions is L; encourage firms to establish "works
councils" with which rna11agcrncnt would consult
about personnel maucrs and corporate strategies.
The theory is that by involving worker representatives in administration or education, training and
social programs, we would encourage cooperation
and enh:ll\cc proch1ctivity.
\.Yorks councils might be effective under a
series of u11likcly conditions: Participants must
have legal guarantees against employer retaliation
should they advocate policies not favored by
management. Employee delegates to a works
council would have to be electt'd, not appointed
by management. Members should h1• paid for
time spent in works council meetings. \Vorks
councils should have rights to enforce health and
safety regulations, to set.· in format ion about company finann~s. and to codctennine c..xpenditurc of
a firm's training funds.
Without independence, works coun1..ils rnn
only he ernployer-domi11atetl associations, which
Section 8(a)(2) of the National Labor Relations
Act (NJ.RA) rightly forbids. The concern of many
in the labor movement is that the comnussion will
support a works council proposal without these
protections. If that happens, management will
simply have another weapon with which to fight
unions.
If the commission docs recommend truly
independl·nt works councils, it will effectively be
proposing mandatory enterprise unions (absent
collective bargaining over wages and benefits).
And it would also have to propose an enforcement
bureaucrac.y similar to the NLRB to protect works
council participants from discrimination, guarantee fair elections for councilors, enforce council
access to company financial information. and so
on.
If the Dunlop Commission somehow were to
propose works councils that 1..·njoyed these protections, management would be as militantly opposed as they are now to u111011s. Works councils,
which stflrtctl as a technocratic fix to the problt•m
of employer opposition to unions, will likely succumb to the problem thL·y were supposed to solve.

Do Our Labor Laws
Prevent Workplace Cooperation?
Some proponents of employet• involvement
claim that our labor laws inhibit labor-managcment cooperation _They object espt•cially to Section 8 (fl) (2), which prohibits employerassistanre
or domination of labor organizations.
Proponents of changing Section 8(a)(2)

1).f!ll / '
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point to two recellt NLRB rasps known as
Electromatio11 and DuPont.• Contrary to the opinion in much of the business press, till' NLRB's
decision in Electromatiou does 1101 out law most
existing employee pmticipation programs. After
an extensivt• analysis of these l'ast!s Robert
Mobcrly, professor of law at tht' University ol
Florida College of law, comments;

Leaflets in New
York City advertise
work opportunities.

Elrctr<1maticm and D11Pt>11t do not inhihit the proper
U\t• of employee committees to impro\'C productivity, quality, and t"fficiency. No court or board
deci,ion ha' struck down an emplovet· particip:1tion plan aimed at thme goab, pmvidt•cl they did
not al~ establi~h ernploya-controlled group' t11:1t
tit-alt wit11 conditions of work. Th1•rcfort', Utt''l'
dl'l·hion' do not call for repealing or amenclmg
St•ction 8(a)(2) .

Cornell University professor Jamc~ Rundle
has reviewed every case since 197'1. 111 which the
NLRH ordered the discstablishml'nl of an employee cummiltee on grounds of employer do111i11ation. Despite the proliferation of workplace
commit tct•s thert• have bel·n very frw
disestablishment orckr:>. 'll1e dis1•st ablishnwnt
orders that Rundle did find were all accompanit•cl
by at least one of the following concli t 1011s: (I ) t lt1~
ernploy1•r in question cornmittt•d one or man•
other unfair labor practices concurrently with t lte
•For cktaih about tl1ese rases sec.- Robert Mol>erly, "Wcnk,·r
Participation after Elrctrmnatlon ;ind D11I'o11t:" and Jaml'~
Rundle, ··n1e Deha\e overt.he Ban on F.mploye1-Dorninatetl
l.ahorOrganizatiom: \Vhat is tl1c Evidcncrl" Both ol thc'c
anirles. along with murh rlst· of intcn:sl, l~lll he found in
Rrston11.~tlu 1'111m1uofAmmm11 l.fl!Jllr Iflw, •·ditt•d hy ~heldon
Frit>dlllitn , Richard Hurd. R11clolph Om~1lcl, and Ronald

Seeber.
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Worker rights are needed not only because
they improve economic competitiveness and influence national politics in a progressive manner.
When workers are nol able lo freely associate,
speak without fear at the workplace, and organize
unions, essential civil rights are denied. A democratic society cannot be indifferent to the lack of
civil rights at the workplace. And there cannot be
civil rights at the workplace without unions.
In testimony before the Dunlop Commission
Richard Bensinger. Executive Director of lhe
AFL-CIO' s Organizing Insli tute, captures what is
at stake in the debate over labor law reform:

March 1994: The
United
Farmworkers
march on the state
Capitol in
Sacramento.

8(a)(2) violation, including interrogation,
threats, surveillance, discharge for union activity,
and refusal to bargain; (2) the employer started
the committee in response to a union organizing
drive; or (3) the committee, by the employer's
own admission, had nothing to do with quality,
productivity, or worker empowerment. Rundle
therefore concludes that there is not a single case
of this type that demonstrates the need to relax or
modify the prohibition against employer domination."'

What Next?
There is speculation that Dunlop is trying to
arrange a deal in which business gets some assurances on non-union employee participation commitlees and labor gets some assistance in organizing. The chances of a deal don't appear likely.
Many employers will surely resist any deal because
the status quo suits them just fine. And unions are
wary of any change in Section 8(a)(2) of the
NLRA which might allow management to set up
employer dominated workplace committees.
Real labor law reform, which would result in
greater unionization, may be the key to ending
political gridlock and economic stagnation. Because Clinton and many others in lhe Democratic
Party appear not to realize the dangers of a nonunion America, frustration is building. Last year
several unions organized demonstrations and sitins at thirty NLRB offices around the country.
The AFL-CIO is planning a national campaign
around the issue.
*This summary of Rundle's study is derived from from the
editors' introduction to &storing tht Promise ofAmerican Labor

Law.
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Last week! visited a worker from a poultry plant in
M.ichigan, a youngHispanicfatheroft"wo who was
working two jobs to \upporthisfamily. He told.me,
"I would love to talk to you about how to get a
union, but I'm very afraid of what the company
will do." He was practically uembling as we talked
at his doorstep.
The issue is not about unioru, but about whether
people have the freedom to believe in 'omething
and talk about something free of fear A man or a
woman can have a job and put food on the table,
and yet if they have to go to work every day with
fear in their hearl~ what do they realh• have?
Quality circles and employee involvement
schemes in the non-union context may or may not
enhance productivity, but they do nol contribute
to human dignity. Dignityandfearcmnotcoexist
in the same heart.
Under current law, any employer who expends
maximum (and even not so maximum) effort to
defeat a union campaign am ,..in. any time anywhere --without breaking the law. The potency of
implied threats, the futility of \\inning first contracts, fear of retaliation, combined \\ith exclusive
access to workers and subtle manipulation through
so-called participatory schemes is vinually unbeatable under our current system. \.\'hat this means is
that right now it is the bos~ . not the workers, who
decide whether there will be a union.
I have heard some propose in the context of the
debate over employee participation that something short of a union is better than nothing. To
this I say there can be no diiut)'. no voice where
ml
there is not freedom

Mark Levinson, a DSA memb", is an eco1wmist at
District Council 3 7 ofthe American Fedemtion ofState,
County, and Municipal Employees and a11 editor of
Dissent

Defending the
Public Sector
A Few Points About Privatization

BY ELLIOTT

I

ScLAR

n H Fl·lm1ary I 9CJ3 New York Times op-ed
essay, a municipal bo11d analyst for a major
security rating st.•rvice argued that the cure for
New York City's fiscal problems was to force it
mto bankruptcy and tlwn to massiwly privatize
public services. The writer's only evidence that
this could work was an anecdote ~1bout a small
Michigan town that did precisely that and reportedly saved huge amounts of money. Leaving aside
the possibility that the reported cost saving was
nothing more than an accounting fiction, the
town in question is so small that it falls within the
bounds of statistical error on New York City's
census. Yet for the editors and most readers of that
day's paper it was probably the case that neitlwr
the idea 11or the evidcnn· seemed irnplausiblt".
Such is the power of conventional wisdom.
The
convent ion al
wisdom
about
privatization -- which has acted as a guiding force
in the administrations of Democrat Ed Rendell in
Philadelphia and Republican Rudolph Giuliani in
New York City -- is based upon unrealistic assumptions about the economic<> of public service
provision Nonetheless, the rhetoric of
privatization meshes so powerfully with popular
beliefs about the ineffectiveness of government
and the t•ffectiveness of the market that even
when major efforts collapse into scandal or failure,
few go back and rei!..xamine the basis for the
notion. Instead, scapl·goats are sought.
Cons1dt·r, for instance, the press's reaction to
the influence-peddling scandal that arose whc11
the Dinkins administration al tempted to

privatize New York City's Parking Violations
B11rcau. Jim Dwyer, a columnist for New York
Newsdn;1, defended the culprits and chastised
those who brought the abuse to public attention.
Ile bitterly observed that the high ranking official:; mvolved in the scandal were 011ly trying to
save hard-pressed taxpayers some money, and t lw
bureaucrats who exposed the scandal were merely
trying to hold on to useless jobs at taxpayer
e..xpense. I low did Dwyer know that the proposed
privatization would actually save rather than cost
money? Ile didn't. It was nothing more than a
presumption based upon conventional wisdom.
I low do I know that?The only study done by
New York City before it embarked on its
privacizmion ventun· suggested that it would
likely co~t the city an additional $61 million.
Because that finding was so contrary to the co11ventio11al wisdom, it was ignored by city officials.
I ha\'C been studying t ht> eco1101111cs of public<;Crvice privalization for six years. ·n,e only thing
I can say for sure is that the cost savings case in a
number of instances is dubious al best. Yet tin·
conventional wisdom is so strong that citing fifty
cases in which privatization lost money does 11ot
offset the evidenc1.• of a single case i11 which
savings wt•r1.• attained. In lhis age of deep public
skepticism about the effkiency and effectivene_<;s
of govl.'rnment, making the case against
prival1zat1011 in the court of public opinion will
often tw difficult. Progressives should nonetheless
enter the debate. Much of \hi.' case for
privatization is based upon an unrealistic underSeptrm/Jrr/October
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Privatization~========================~

Clerical workers in
a New York City
agency.

standing of the forces thal shape public service
delivery. Three misconceptions in particular
should be attacked.
Miscon cep tion N u m ber One:
Large portions of municipal services could be effective[y
privatized.
This claim is fundamental to privatization
advocates' promises about saving taxpayers'
money. It is based upon a surprisingly narrow base
of evidence. The evidence is sufficiently tl1in that
advocates tend to lean less on empirical data and
more on a grandiose argument. They conlend that
the real savings lie in some vague future when
public service is reduced to the work of a small
cadre of contract managers.
There are two problems with this vision. First,
it ignores the macro-economics of public-sector
costs; second, it ignores the historical reasons for
the large size of public agencies.
Let's begin by considering the economics of
public work. The first principle to understand is
that simply by their nature, most public services
are labor-intensive. Therefore even if the public
sector operates as efficiently as possible, there is
an inherent inflationary bias in its costs. Most
"important services are not easily enhanced
through labor-saving technology or workplace reorganization. A teacher generally becomes less
effective by being asked to teach larger classes.
The two major determinants of the productivity
of bus drivers are the amount of congestion on the
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streets and the number of people boardmg the
b us. Neither of these are improvable by t.ht! driver,
whether public[y or private[y paid. The best ideas in
modern policing require more officers to spend
more time walking the streets. Since public-service employees need to be paid wages that are
competitive with private-sector alternatives, these
added costs are not easily offsel by productivity
improvements.
This brings us back to privatization advocates' ambitious claims that they will achieve
savings by privatizing jobs and reducing workers
on the public payroll to "a handful of contract
managers." Even though 60 percent to 75 percent
of typical public-service spending is for employee
costs, only about half to two-thirds of that is spent
on direct-service provision -- the costs that would
be immediately avoided through privatization.
Thus only between one-half and one-third of total
public spending is even amenable to short-term
privatization. The balance is spent on management, materials, debt services, and so on. But
since some portions of the public budget -- such as
police and fire protection and portions of health
care and education -- would be politically and
culturally hard to privatize, at most about 20
percent of the budget is really at issue. (In Philadelphia, which is now heralded as a model of
privatization success, only about fifteen small
operations have actually been privatized, such as
a single nursing home and a single parking garage.)
Even the most optimistic of privatization
advocates typically argue that savings of 50 percent are the most one can hope for from individual
privatizations. With only 20 percent of the budget really at issue, we are now down to an outer
limit of overall budgetary savings of about 10
percent. When the real problems of a less than
ideal world are taken into account, the likelihood
that short-term cost savings rather than shortterm cost increases will occur is small.
Miscon ception Number Two:
Privatization saves taxpayers money, because it introduces competition and "market principles" into the
system.
Competitive markets do not naturally exist
for many of the most important products for
which government is responsible, such as education, law enforcement, treatment and care for the
indigent and ill, aerospace exploration, and national defense. To the extent that we seek to have
private organizations provide these goods and

services, it frequently involves ma.i11taining a
stable of conlract ors wl 10 bid against 1:ach other in
an artifici:tl market cre11ted and supervised by
government. Because government loses the ability
to provide for itsdf, these bidders are not allowed
to fail. Contracting then becomes even le.-.s a
process of competitive bidding and more one of
spreading the work around to keep the suppliers
11float.
Consider the Pentagon: By the time the cold
war ended, the long and well-documented history
of "lowball" initial contracts followed by massive
cost overnms had made it impossible to maintain
that national defenst~ privatization was cost-dficient. No one seriously ckfends the proposition
that hammers should cost $80 or toilet seats
$600. Th~ explanation for such outrageous prices
was that the defense industry had become a ward
of the state. Bec·iust' its mission was co11sidt•red
vital, it. needed to be subsidized. Occasionally,
when news stones nbout fraud or price-fixing
became politi0t.lly intolerable, miscreant contractors were given a slap on the wrist. More drastic
action was impossible because the government
had 110 alternatives.
Not only 11re these government-created "markets" not truly competitive, 11nd tht>refore not
cost-saving, but they 11lso require the mai11tenanc<.'
of a substautial public bureaucracy in order to keep corruption
from spiraling out of control.
Whereas in the private sector,
business owners bear the financial risk for inefficient or fraudulent use of resources, in the public
sector this risk is borne by ta..xpayers, and goven11nents must
institute regulations to prolect
public resources.
If we were to peel back the
layers of regulation in almost any
agency with a long history of
contracting, we would find a series of responses lo specific
abuses of the public trust by contractors and public officials The
Cuomo administration recently
unveiled plans to require every
company b1dding on contracts in
New York State to fill out a detailed qm~stionnaire <tbout its financial backgru11nc1 and any
cri rninal Ilist ory uf t I1e firm or its
principals. This infonnation will

be fed it1lo a centralized databast! for the use of all
slate age11des engaged in contracting. For the vast
majority of finns this imposition will feel like one
more case of bureaucratic harassment. Ilul this
regulation was prompted by the finding that close
to $200 million per year in taxpayer money ends
up in t lw coffers of organized crime through the
contracting systt:m.
This kind of "red tape" is frequenlly cited by
privatization advocates as proof of the inefficiency of bureaucrats Yet it would be equally fair
ro cit1• it as proof of the damagl' 0t.used by the
profit motive. After aJI, the primary goal for
private fim1s is profits, not public service. Only
rarely will the provision of products lo government and profits to sdlers coinciclc in the manner
idealized by Adam Srnith. No one has come up
wiLh an inexpensive alternative to regulation for
protecting public services.
Misconception Number Three:
l:ve11 if if does 110( result i11 financinl savings,
priJ1afizrctio11 will improve the quality of public senJices.
When governments attempt to privatize services for which there are no natural markets -situations in which government is the sole or
principal customer -- a perverse cycle usually develops. As v11Tio11s types of com1ptio11 are discov-
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ered, the government establishes ever more costly
and complex supervision of both the bidding
process and the administration of contracts. The
evidence from the history of defense contracting,
NASA, Medicare and Medicaid, and so on, cannot be overstated. Such costly regulatory undertakings have sharply diminishing returns. Ever
more costly supervision is put in place to yield less
and less effective additional protection of public
resources.
If we create still more artificial markets
through expanded privatization of traditional services, the public sector will become less effective
on two counts: regulatio'n will absorb ever more
resources, and government will lose its ability to
do for itself. Getting out of the mess will be far
more difficult than getting in. Once contractors
get into the public process they do not fade quietly
into the night when needs change. (The cold war
has ended, but not the political influence of
defense contractors over the federal budget.)
Privatization carries the risk that the public sector
will sink into a morass of ineffective regulation of
overpriced and inefficient but politically connected contractors. More money will be spent for
less output -- the worst outcome for liberals and
progressives, but tolerable for conservatives.
If we are to change this situation, two actions
are imperative. First, loose generalizations about
the cost-effectiveness of privatization must not
stand unchallenged. Second, the issue of publicsector productivity must become central to a
progressive agenda. It is ironic that just as American industry is finally making a break from disDemocratic Left

credited nineteenth-century Tayloresque concepts that link productivity to strict discipline of
workers, the public sector appears to be rushing
headlong back in time. Public officials often concede that many privatizations are more expensive.
However, they defend them as a management
tool. From their point of view, such competition,
or the threat of it, is the only way to move their
employees to accept change in the workplace. The
intellectual and political shortcomings of this
approach have been abundantly demonstrated by
the high rates of productivity achieved by Japanese and, increasingly, American industry with
management methods based on cooperation
rather than coercion. There is no reason to believe
that public managers will be more successful with
archaic and ineffective techniques than private
managers were.
If American firms have to compete in a new
market-driven international economy, they will
be in serious trouble if the social and pu blic
infrastructure that supports them is grossly inefficient. Average Americans will suffer a worse drop
in their living standards if the public sector is
allowed to become more inefficient. Finally, it is
the public sector that is the dispenser of social
justice. It is difficult to imagine America sustaining itself as a progressive democracy with that role
impaired.
rm
Elliott Sclar is Professor of Urban Planning at Columbia Universify. Tnis essay is adapted from a longer
article that appears in the Summer 1994 issue of
Dissent.

No Contract and No Peace in Decatur:
An Interview with Staley Worker and Activist Mike Griffin
BY G ENE VANDERPORT
ike Griffin is a millwright and a twenty-eight-year employee at the
Decatur, Illinois Staley com-processing plant. He is a leader of Local 7 83 7
Allied Industrial Workers (AIW), now an affiliate of the United Paperworkers
International Union. Mike was an early organizer of the AJ.W "Road Warriors,"
who are spreading the word about the year-old lock-out at Staley. Recently the
7 60 Staley workers were joined by members the UAW Caterpillar local and the
Firestone United Rubber Workers. Today over four thousand workers are on the
street in Decatur, a community of 80,000 people in the heart of Illinois.

M

D emocratic Left: What led up to the
lock-out at Staley?
Mik e: In 1988, the London-based
transnational agricultural firm Tate
and Lyle bought out Staley. There was
already trouble at the Decatur plant
around the issue of a phony "Employee
Involvement Program." The Staley approach was "You participate, we decide."
By 1989 we were bargaining ·with
the new owners. Safety was our central
concern. Conditions in the plant are
horrible. OSHA [the Occupational
Safety and Heald\ Administration]
has cited Staley with 298 major violations. We were being exposed daily to
dangerous toxic chemicals. One steward was killed the day he grieved a
safety violation. Management's response was to ignore the safety issues
and instead to press for concessions in
bargaining. As bad as the safety situation was and is, they demanded twelvehour rotating shifts! I guess they figured that if you were tired you
wouldn't notice you were being poisoned.

D emocratic Left: What finally precipitated the lock-out?
Mike: Bargaining commenced again in
1992. We met 37 times and were at
impasse on all the major items. This
time they imposed the twelve-hour
shifts, and told us that they would
begin out-sourcing work and cutting
our staff. We enlisted the help of UAW
activist Jerry Tucker and the Corporate

Campaign of Ray Rogers. Our in-plant,
work-to-the-rule actions cut profits
dramatically. Management responded
·with discipline charges. There was a
day-and-a-half walk-out on discipline
issues. Shortly thereafter, Staley
locked us out. That was June27, 1993.

Democratic Left: What has local 7837
done to turn the situation around?

Mike: Well, it started when four nuns
and a priest asked to tour the plant and
were arrested. That was in May On
June 4, six hundred people, including
ouL~ide w1ionists, religious activists,
and community folks, gathered for a
rally at the plant. forty-eight supporters, several of whom were DSA members, were arrested. On June 25, four
thousand people marched. Folks came
from all over the country. The police
pepper-gassed the crowd, including
children, at the plant entrance. This
brought Staley a lot of bad press.
Most recently, we have formed a
coalition with the UAW and URW
strikers in Decatur Weekly marches
and rallies have kept us all going. Morale remains high.

Mike: We organized the Road Warriors and an extensive communitybased support network. Videotapes
(Dead(y Com and Stmggle in the Heartland) were produced by DSA members
in Saint Louis. Support groups have
been formed in Champaign-Urbana,
Chicago, and Springfield, Illinois;
Saint Louis; Minneapolis; and Kansas
City. New ones are organizing in San
Francisco, Des Moines, Terre Haute,
and Indianapolis. Support activities
include an adopt-a-worker program,
boycotts of Staleyffate and Lyle investors such as State Farm, Archer Daniels
Midland, Brach, Domino Sugar, and
Smuckers. We are not boycotting
Mi Iler Beer, but we do encourage letterwri ting to their owners and investors.
Local groups have hand-billed,
held forums. and organized rallies and
marches. In Decatur we had a solidarity march with African American community activists and ministers. This
summer was exceptionally hot for
Staley.

Solidarity activists are encouraged to send
donations to Local 7837's Food a11dA~sis
ta11ce Fund, 2882 North Dineen, Decatur,
IL 62526.

Democratic Left: What do you mean by
hot'?

Gene Vanderport, a DSA member, is 011 the
staff of the Illinois Education Associat1011.

Democratic Left: What do you think
about the role of democratic socialists
in all this?
Mike: For me, I have no problem ''Vith
that label. DSA members have been
first in line to offer support and help. I
don't see the difference in the values
and hopes of democratic socialists and
any good umonist. We want the basic
needs of the common people met as a
condition of democracy.
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Manufacturing
Militance
The Rise of the Modern Brazilian
and South African Trade Union Movements

T

wo of the most remarkable and heroic trade union movements in the world today arose
in Brazil and South Africa during the 1970s. The following essay, adapted from Gay
Seidman's book Ma11ufacturi11g lv!Uitmzce: Workers' Movements in Brazil and South Africa,
I 970-1985 (University of California Press), explains how these movements arose seemingly from
nowhere to fom1 vibrant labor federations with strong community ties. These federations played
a major role in toppling their countries' authoritarian regimes, and they now hold positions of
significant power. In South Africa, labor is a major part of the ANC government's coalition. And
in Brazil next month, the labor activist Lula will make a second bid for the presidency.

BY GAY SEIDI'v1AN

I

I he mid-1970s, after years of enforced
111d11s-trial pcan', Brazilian and Soul h Afri
ca11 1111io11s smhknly rel'mt>rged. In 1973,
workers in South Afrirn n•discovered that they
could halt product w11 and win higher wagt·s; over
the next few years, they would build ,1 national
lahor movernl'nt ouL-;ide the country's t>.i.tablished
labor rdat1ons framework. In Brazil, starting in
1978, repeated st rikt•waws L'ndcd fifteen years of
industri:·d c;tlm, alH'I shop-Ooor activism created 11
basis for rl·vitalizing 111ilitant unionism
Ast he aut hori tamm <;late 11pparatuses of Brazil and South Afric;i began lo unravel across the
1980s, these new labor movements played a profound role 111 art1c11lat111g and 1nobiliz111g popular
n•s1sta11ce. \Vhilc they often worked in close alliann· with oppos1t1011 politic:il p:irties, these labor
federations -- COSATU in South Africa and the
Ctrr in Brazil -- maintained political autonomy,
seeking 10 embrace co11stituenc1es that spread far
beyond thl• fartory ~ates, voicing demands for
broad social and t•co110111ic change. nol narrowlydefi11ed ernployct•s' i11tert>sls.
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Brazil: Against Employers and the State

0

n May 12, l 97 8, a hundred workers at SaabScania's plant in Sao Bernardo do Campo
punched in, crossed their arms and stopped their
machines, demanding a 20 percent raise. The
strike spread through the factory; soon SaabScania's eighteen hundred workers were all
punching in and refusing to tum on their machines. The strikers insisted on direct negotiations with the company, confirming negotiations
through plant assemblies and rejecting intervention by union leaders or labor ministry officials
because "our fight is with the firm ." The strike
spread rapidly through Sao Paulo's industrial belt:
by the end of the second week, .nearly seventyeight thousand workers, mainly in the automobile
industry, were on strike for higher wages and
direct negotiations with employers.
The fonn and style of these strikes contrasted
dramatically with the Brazilian labor movement
of the early I 9 60s, before the military regime was
established. Where earlier unionists had sought to

Brazil and South Africa
forge alliances with reformist politicians, in 1978 workers deeply
dist.rusted state-controlled unions
and controlled negotiations. At
Saab-Scan1a, a small network of
activists quietly planned a stoppage. As one worker recalled, "To
speak the word strike was frightening... but this wasn't a strike. It
was a stoppage." When workers
throughout the factory refused lo
turn on their machines, the companyinvi t ed in a representative of •
the Ministry of Labor; he arrived
with an agent of the security police. The workers' main demand:·
salary increases, to be negotiated
between the company and atl elected factory
commission, and ratified by a factory assembly.
This was a far cry from the mass rallies and
demonstrations of the 1950s; it wao; a strike
planned by workers, without visible outside leadership, and conducted entirely within the factory
itself.
Above all, the 1978 strikes represented a
campaign for workers' self-respect. During the
auto industry's expansion, the drive to raise productivity had direclly affected workers' lives, in
terms of pressure to accept overtime shifts and m
speed-up lines. One worker ·wrote simply. "I work
at Yolks, where I lose 70 percent of my life."
Chronic fatigue and psychological pressure contributed to high accident rates. Control overworkers' movements in most large factories was despotic: workers' accounts tell of supervisors who
strictly limited bathroom trips and of guards
whose arbitrary decisions amounted to the humiliating control of high school prefects. As a
striker put it, "The strike was more for a guy's
honor than for the raise "
Tak.en by surprise, employers were divided in
their response to the 1978 strikes. Although many
firms threatened workers with dismissals, assaulL,
or arrest, and allhough the Ministry of Labor
declared the strikes illegal, the army \Vas not
brought in. Employers may have feared that an
invasion of the factories by police or soldiers
would lead to widespread damage lO expensive
machinery. Some multinational companies, including Saab-Scania, were already under pressure
from workers in their home countries Lo negotiate
with their Brazilian employees.
Eventually, the automobile industry employ-

ers' assoaations began an unofficial bargaining
process witlt tJte ABC Metalworkers' Union, a11d
granled a staggered wage increase of 24. 5 percent.
Employers were hardly ready to abdicate control:
most workers who served on factory commissions
were fired when they returned to work. But Lhe
strike appeared to be a victory for the workers, and
its main lesson was a political one. Lula, t.hen the
recently-elected president of the Metalworkers
Union, commented, "One leams that it is easier lo
negotiate with the machines stopped."
To many Brazilians, the strikes seemed lo
hcrnld the return of industrial workers to national
poltucal life. By the end of the year, about
540,000 Brazilians -- including teachers, bank
workers, and textile workers, as well as 350,000
metalworkers -- had followed the Saab-Scania
workers' lead, striking for better wages and independent bargaining rights.
Whal had formed the organizational aud
tactical basis for these strikes? By the late 1960s,
arrests, interventions, and expulsions by the military regime had left only the most pliable unionists in office. But small clandestine network.s of
labor activists, some of U1t'm linked to the Cat holic Churd1, continued lo hold secret discussion
groups and to pursue quiet shopfloor organizmg.
A second crucial factor was tJ1e revelation in 1977
that the Labor Ministry had manipulated inflation figures in ways harmful to workers, whose
wages were tied to official inflation indices. This
scandal scaled Brazilian workers' cyniosm about
the Labor Ministry. and convinced many that
direct negotiations with employers, ·without the
state as intermediary, would be most effective.
The spirit of this "new umonism" was re-
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flectec.J in a 1979 declaration of a metalworkers'
opposition group: "The role of the union opposition is to dismantle the current stnicture and
create a new one, independem of employers and
of the government, startingwithfactoryorganization." from 1978 on, the new unionism spread
through Brazilian industries, with worker activists calling for greater .shop-floor representation in
union structures and direct collective bargaining.
Even outside Sao Paulo's heavy industrial sector,
workl>rs' demands became increasingly
radicalized, imd broadened to include thoroughgoing critiques of Brazil's social, political, and
economic structure.
As factory-level mobilization increased, and
with economic and political demands increasingly
seen as inseparable, two different, if related, organizational tendencies developed, both involving
the construct ion of national entities uniting shopfloor organizations and unions. First, drawing on
both the organized labor movement and the
broader community-based social movement,
unionists joined with left-wing intellectuals in
1979 to create a workers' party, the Partido dos
Trabalhadores (PT), to challenge elite control

The Workers' Party:
The Brazilian Work~rs' Party (PT)
is widely seen a~ the tnost dynamic
party on the Latin Amerkan left ·some
wo11ld say the world left-today Luis
Inacio Lula da Silva. tlw longtime Pf
and CUT leader known as Lula, will
make his second bid for the Bra.tilian
presidency on October 3 Poll!?
throughout the yt>ar have shown him as
the front-runner, 11ltho11gh recently his
It-ad has hN·n thrown into doubt.
The following excerpts from the
PT's "Guiding Principles for the 1994
Elections" reflect the party's insistt•nce
on transfom1ing both tlw !>tateaml civil
society on a radical democratic basis-an approach that has roots in the ffnew
Braz:ilian unionism" of tlw 1970~:
'' . . . Now, when the PT may·well
become the government, the establishnwnt is exerting l'normous pressure to
make us hL'come part of ll. We will not
do so. The PT's stniggle for government
16
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over the political process. Second, unionists began
to challenge the legal prohibition on interunion
organization, creating national federations that
could take up national issues. Two separate labor
federationswereformedin 1983, themorcsignificant of which was the Cl.Tl (Central Unica dos
Trabalhadores, or U11ified Workers' Central),
founded by the most visible leaders of the recent
strike wave. Most of these activists believed, as
one unionist put it, that "parties must be subordinate to unions, not the rewrse." PT leaders insisted on taking direction from the labor federation rather than setting union poliLy.
The party made few electoral gains at first;
before the PT could win substantial victories, the
"new unionism" from which it emerged had to
strengthen alliances with the communities in
which workers and their families lived, to build a
broader support base. As workers brought a factory-based understanding of economic relations
to bear on community issues, the urban social
movements that emerged in the late 1970s had a
distinct class character; but at the same time, t11e
labor movement could not ignore the importance
of issues beyond the factory gates to its members

Guiding Principles for the 1994 Elections

is essential to Brazilian workers' achieving hegemony. However, we do not mistake government for power, which is
much wider and rooted in economic and
social relations.
"...By taking this approach, the PT
explicitly rejects two forms of socialism
that have been unsuccessful in the past.
The first is that of operating only outside
of existing institutions, or treating them
merely as an opportunity for propaganda. The second is of operating solely
within the establishment. The PT reaffirms as a strategic objective the formation of a popular democratic government
from both a popular base and an electoral
majority.
"Our project of social transformation will work only if it is supported by a
solid and self-organized base of tl1e exploited and oppressed. . .The success of
our struggle for reform and the democratization of the state and society depends

on both popular and governmental action against the existing order.
.For structural reform it is
necessary to create a popular dPmocratic movement. The I 994 election
campaign must be a starting point for
and expression of this movement.
which musl be basc:d on a revived union
movement, workers' and students' organizations, civil bodies, popular parties,
and organizations of women. black and
indigenous peoples. It must also be particularly aware of those who are
marginalized and e.xcludt•d by society
A movement that transcends tlw election campaign is <'Sscntial. . . "

ofthe Brazil Election !11formation C11111111ittee, c/o Brecht Fnntm, 122
West 27 Street, tenth floor, New York, m·
1000 I. West Const flddrcss: P. 0. Box
8402, Berkeley, CA 94 707. L-mail:
bkoeh1ein@igc.npc.org.

Excerpt.~ courtesy

Brazil and South Africa

and their families. Brazilian trade unionists,
working under the umbrellas of the CUT and the
PT, forged alliances with popular movements for
day-oue facilities, p11blic transportation, health
clinics, and a variety of other issues. Across the
1980s, activists in the labor movement and in the
PT popularized the language of class and citizenship, ;md increasingly appealed to a constituency
that found itself excluded from the benefits of
capitalist growth. By 1989, when Lula first ran for
president. he was able to appeal to an e.xtremely
broad base -- a testament to the new Brazilian
unionism's ability Lo articulate broad political
grievances and to forge ties with diverse social
movernenL....

South Africa: "The Spirit Lives"

I

n 1973, nearly a hundred thousand African
workers in South Africa downed tools, taking
employers. the statt'. and even worker activists by
surprise. Mud1 as the 1978 st.rikes in Brazil
rclegitimizt:d workers' demands in the public
arena, the 1973 strike wave irtitiated a new era of
worker organization in South Africa. Over the
subsequent decade, black workers painstakingly
built the nonracial unions that subsequently
formed the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU); gradually, despite repression. the wuons built a national organization with
a strong shop-floor presence.
Like Brazil's 1978 strikes, the South African
strikes of 1973 seemed spontaneous: early on the
morning of January 9, 1973, a small group of
workers from the Corollati on Brick and Ti le compitny in Durban woke up fellow workers at the
company dormitories, telling tllem to go to a

nearby football stadiwn instead or the plant.
Chanting m Zulu, "Man 1s dt:ad but his spirit still
lives," nearly two thousand workt>rs marched behind a large red flag lo the stadium, dem1lndi11g
that the company raise its minimum wage from
8.97 rand to 20 rand per week. Refusing "to
negotiate with l ,500 workers on a football field,"
and apparently unable to rcsurnlate a defunct
factory works committee, the company made
several offers to raise wages before the workers
agreed to work.
Meanwhile, strikes brokt: out in several other
nearby factories, inspired at least in part by news
of the Coronation Brick and Tile :;trike. By the
end of the year, nearly a l1undred tho11sand workers had gone on slrike. Repression continued. in
late 1973, police shot thirty-eight workers, killing
twelve, during a miners' strike near Johannesburg.
But the strike wave clearly changed workers'
perceptions of the possibilities uf industrial action.
For tl1e next six years, a new milita11t trade
unionism gradually developeci throughout S011th
Africa, laying the groundwork for the powerful
community-labor coalitions that would arise during t11e peak years of the 1980s resistance. Between 1974 and 1979, an awrage of 27,140
workers strucl< annually. The process of b11ildi11g
this movement was painstaking and dangerous~
where Brazilian activists could sometimes choose
to work within state-controlled t:stablished
unions, black South African workers had virtually
no legal union bodies. The mmut cs of early uni on
meetings are filled with reports of arrests ;md
harassment of organizers, shortages of funds a11d
transport, and the need for bas1cunim1 education.
The 1976 student uprising i11 Soweto -- and
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doing to us. About having no selfrespect, no dignity in us. It was
because of people like us that everybody [was] suffering in this country." Meanwhile, the repression
suffered by student organizations - culminating in the murder in detention of the Black Consciousness
leaders Steve Biko and the
bannings of all Black Consciousness and student organizations in
late 1977 -- prompted many political activists to reconsider their
strategies. Recognizing that students were relatively powerless,
many activists Jeft school and began to work in factories, where
demands could be backed by
strikes and work stoppages.
During the 1980s, trade
unions became increasingly prominent in the anti-apartheid opposition. Especially when detentions
silenced community activists, their
campaigns were continued by trade
A strike meeting in
South Africa in
1987.
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the severe state repression that followed -- created
a turning point for the new labor movement. First,
many unionists were detained in the wave of
arrests that followed the uprising; it could be
argued that the security police used the student
uprising as an excuse to attack trade unions.
Second, however, as part of the new international
outcry against apartheid -- as the repression in
Soweto triggered new worldwide campaigns for
economic sanctions -- international and local business leaders began to insist on labor law reform.
Even the owners of Heinemann, an electronics
firm that brutally repressed a strike in early 197 6,
began to argue that the industrial conciliation
system "needed drastic revision" to allow workers
to express their demands in an orderly fashion.
Lastly, the Soweto uprising changed both
workers' and activists' attitudes toward unions.
During the three months .a t the height of the
student uprising, students distributed pamphlets
to workers at bus stops and on township streets,
calling on them to strike in support of their
children; years later, workers on the East Rand
attributed increased worker militancy after 1976
to anger at repression and shame that students
had taken the lead in resisting apartheid. One
worker told an interviewer after the uprising, "We
talked a Jot. About injustice. About what they are
Democratic Left

unionists, who could hope for some protections
from shop-floor organizations' ability to pressure
employers. When union leaders were detained,
workers struck, individual businessmen suffered
losses, and business associations complained
about state interference in labor relations. By the
late 19 80s, South Africa's largest labor federation,
the Congress of South African Trade Unions
(COSATU) , dominated the legal opposition
movement. Strikes, or general stay-aways, were
prominent in the repertoire of protest actions, and
labor activists were among the most visible opposition leaders.
As the community-based uprising of 19841987 deepened, national labor leaders increasingly supported union participation in community struggles, describing their task as one of
articulating "the politics of the working class, the
politics of the democratic majority, and warning
that if workers stood aside from community organizations, they risked isolation. Throughout the
1980s, South African workers mobilized in factory organizations brought an understanding of
class relations to community debates. For the
labor movement to succeed in shaping a future
South Africa, Sidney Mufamadi, COSATU's assistant general secretary, argued, "We must make
the militant youth in the street of our ghettos, the
n

Brazil and South Africa
students in the Bantu Education schools, the
housewife in the four-roomed matchbox [government-owned rental housing] , the unemployed
person who is condemned to starve: in the
Bantustans understand that capitalism is the root
cause of all out suffering."
Probably the most visible indication oflabor's
importance in the broad political movement cam e
in 1990, when the South African government
unbanned the ANC and the Communist Party
and began a protracted negotiation process. k
South Africa's major resistance o rganizations
were finally able to mobilize openly. it became
clearer than ever how much of the infrastmcture
of the country's popular m ovements had been
developed and protected by the un ions of
COSATIJ. AsJeremyBaskin, a COSATU official,
observed in 1989:
In the repressive climate COSATU became an
outlet for the political hopes of far more than iL'
membership. It acted as a political center. Youths
and students looked to it for guidance; churchc.'
asked it for political direction; ambas\J1dor.., foreign visitors, and political journalist~ canv11<.-;td iL\
opinions - and not because of any (Xirticular
interest in or support for trade unionism.
To a laxge extent COSATU spoke fo r the entire
democratic movement. It was seen as thC' voice of
the ANC in a situation where the ANC' could not
openly speak.

The 1991 election of the prominent trade
unionist Cyril Ramaphosa as the ANC's new
general secretary only confirmed the extent to
which anti-apartheid goals had been reshaped by
labor's involvement. Yet COSATIJ contrnued to
insist on its independence and o n grass-roots
mobilization, especially through national strikes,
as the most effective means of pressuring the
white minority government; the union federation
served "as the ANC's conscience, goad and muscular left arm" during the transition process. In
South Africa, no less than in Brazil, citizenship
had been redefined to include redistribution of
wealth as well as political access, and to involve a
changed relationship between workers ;md political power.

Courage and Tenacity

D

espite the tremendous repressio n they
faced, the new Brazilian and South Afric.an
trade union movements of the 1970s enj oyed a

number of historic.al advantages. Both were able
to 1arget heavy industnal sectors that were key
fo rl'ig11 c.xcha11gl· earners; in <'ach f"JlSl\ neither th!'
state nor employers c0t1ld afford to see production
stop for long. Second, i11 dilkn•11t ways, each
movement ht•rwflkd from solid:trity efforts by
foreign t radc 11mons. Fmally. ear:h uwvernent was
grounded in recently-created industnal 1ow11s
that were 11lrnost purely working-class. Unlikt:>
most emergent labor unions, these mov<'menl s
m:m11gcd to construct new c.ollect 1ve identities, '>0
that workers and 1heir families c;1111t• 10 1111dcrstand dernocrnti.l..at ion in class terms. In botl1
cases, labor unions becim1e expre'>sio11s of liro:td
\\'Orki11g-class identities and interests. ch11lle11ginb
the inequitable pall ems of mdustrialtsm that had
markt~d both countries' histories.
Wi1h enormous courage rmd tc11rn'lty. Brazilian i111ci So111h African activists were able to build
s11sta111ed, dt'mo~·ratic 111<.ve111c11ts for work,•rs'
rights and sodal justice. Forg111g link' with community orga111zatiom was a cruaal part of lluit
procl's$. By broadening therr constituencres, these
two movements dernonstratl'd how to <Te;Ht> a
force that can challenge the savage irH'qualitit•s of
capilalism on the periphery ol the gloh:tl
eco11omy.

Workers Party
leader Lula, who
will make his
second bid for the
Brazilian
presidency in
October.

rm

Gay Seidma11 1s 1\mst1111t J>rofessor of SorioloJ.'l' 11t the
U1~i1·erJil_J• oj l \'isram111, Mad1so11 '/71i.1 article i.1
adapted from her book M.mufocturing Militance
Workt~rs'

l\.ton·me11ts 111 Brazil and Soulh Atricr1,
l 970-l 9HS (U11il'ers1t;• of C11/ij11r111r1 I'ress, 199-1).
TI1e m11teri11I i.1 C'Of!)'rigltt (Cl I 'J'J4 l11e Re.i.:mt~ oJ the
U11i1•ersi!Y of California. U1ed hJ• 11emm.11011
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Facing the Future
The Mexican Elections
and the NAITA Economy
BY GINNY CoLGHLIN

T

his was a dreary summer for leftists in
Mexico City. But in the days leading up
to the August 21 national elections, the
city blossomed with hope. Activists from the
opposition Party of the Democratic Revolution
(PRD) had followed the reports of the final bamstorining campaign tour of their beloved presidential candidate, Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, as he
spoke to tens of thousands of workers,
campesinos, and students throughout. the country. Perredistas, as PRO activists are called, had
watched Cardenas bounce back a bit in the polls
after languishing in single digits since May's televised debate. And in Mexico City, perredistas
were optimistic about the chances for a number of
local PRD candidates.
At a boisterous party thrown by young PRD
activists on the Wednesday night before the elections, the last legal day of campaigning, an everso-slight scent of victory was in the air. Among the
party-goers were thirty-five students and young
people from the U.S. and Canada who were part
of the Solidarity Summer observer delegation (see
page 24). We had been working closely with
student and youth PRO activists (mostly based at
the National Autonomous University of Mexico,
UNAM) for the past several days. Although the
PRD's prospects nationally were not very promising, polls hinted that several candidates who had
come out of various Mexico City student and
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youth movements (and for whom these UNAM
students were working day and night) were poised
to win seats in the lower house of the federal
legislature. That Wednesday we danced until
dawn, anticipating a better showing for Cardenas
than the polls predicted and modest PRD victories throughout Mexico.
In the early morning hours after the election,
what little hope perredistas had was shattered.
The PRO had not only come in a distant third in
the presidential race ( 16 percent officially), but
the party had lost every congressional district race,
and they had lost their only gubernatorial race, in
Chiapas. (Candidates from the PRD's party lists
will serve in the legislature, proportional to the
party's vote percentage.) When I asked a student
activist, Inigo Martinez, what had happened, he
shook his head despondently and repeated over
and over again, "Nobody knows what happened.
Nobody knows."
The mood was similar at the PRO's postelection rally in Mexico City-- frustration, disbelief, despondency. Yes, there had been tremendous electoral fraud. Reports of irregularities and
intimidation in rural and indigenous areas were
coming in faster than the vote counts. Untold
amounts of government money had been filtered
to poor communities in exchange forvotes. At the
noontime demonstration, Cardenas tried to channel the small crowd's outrage: "We wanted to be

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
able to celebrate the transition
of Mexico to a democracy. We
cannot. Once again the constitutional order has been broken." In the background, a
few hundred PRD youth activists crowded around the doors
of the national palace chanting and waving angry banners.
But it was difficult for most
PRD supporters to blame such
an overwhelming def eat
purely on fraud.
The PRD's severe loss on
August 21st was not only a
defeat for the people of • •. .lMexico, but it was a serious
setback for the people of the
U.S. and Canada. These were
the first major national elections in North America since
the passage of the North
American free Trade Agreement. The potential
victory of a democratic socialist (Cardenas) held
the possibility of real change for people throughout the three countries ofNAFfA. And the actual
victory of a free-marketeer (Ernesto Zedillo Ponce
de Leon) probably means a continuation of the
same downward trends in wages, working conditions, and standards of living for working people
across the continent.
This year's electoral campaign in Mexico was
a battle fought on two different fronts: the battle
for democracy and the war against
"neoliberalism," as supply-side, free-trade economics is termed in Europe and Latin America.
The struggle for a more democratic, less fraudulent system of choosing leaders was waged by a
broad spectrum of Mexican society-- right, center
and left (but mostly left) -- and aided by a corps
of international visitors and reporters. The effort
sought to challenge the ruling Party of the Institutional Revolution's (PRI) nearly complete hold
not only on Mexico's government, but also on the
trade union movement, the media, and other
institutions of civil society. Their lock on power
is guaranteed each election day by an elaborate
system of fraud, intimidation, and vote-buying,
and it is solidified throughout the year with vast
sums of development and infrastructure funding
for communities that vote PRI.
The drive to rid Mexico's elections of fraud,
initiated by Cardenas's first bid for the presidency
in 1988 and jump-started this year by the

Mexico After NAITA

CARDENAS
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Zapatista insurgency, was a successful first step in
what will be a long and arduous campaign to
reform Mexico's electoral system. Intense political pressure and elections monitoring by groups
such as Alianza Civica (a coalition of hundreds of
human rights groups in Mexico that coordinated
over 10,000 citizen observers and 500 foreign
observers) prevented some of the blatant electionday fraud that enabled the PRI to steal the 1988
election from Cardenas. But it is impossible to
quantify and far more difficult to stop the deeply
insidious fraud that occurs long before the election -- manipulation of voter rolls, intimidation of
employees at the workplace, and worst of all,
widespread distribution by the government of socalled development funds that come with one
implicit string attached: vote PRI in August .
So, was the 1994 election stolen? That's a
difficult question to answer. If the election was
stolen from anyone the numbers would show that
it was stolen from the runner-up, the socially and
economically conseIVative Party of National Action (PAN). Domestic and international observers ensured that there was probably less Election
Day fraud than ever before. But the real story of
electoral manipulation lies in the PRI's ·control
and distribution of government dc.."Velopment
funds. If poor communities are faced with the
choice of voting PRI and getting electricity and
running water, or voting PRD and getting harassment and discrimination, voting for social justice
becomes a luxury reserved for middle class radicals
September/October
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A PRO campaign
sign In Estado de
Mexico.
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available, except regionally, or on occasion. Thus,
the PRD participated in t•lection\ it knew beforehand were going to he \tolt>n.

August 21 · A
voting station in
Estado de Mexico.
There were
supposed to be
curtains around all
of the ballot boxes
visible here.

and students. In his book Utopia U11am1ed, Mexican political scientist Jorge Castafieda describes
the 1991 interim elections, and pn•sages 1994:
Any participation in a fraudulent electornl system
·· totally controlled by the government, with one
party enjoying all the privileges, funds, and advantages, and the other; making do with goodwill and
devotion ·· was doomed to failure, unless overwhelming force could be brought to brar After
1988, this overwhelming force wa\ not generally

But this very participation, not only by the
PRD, but by various forces -· Alianza Civica,
independent trade unio11s, and the Zapatistas -- i s
the most promising avenue for social justice in
Mexico. The Zapatistas demonstrated that fair
elections are central to their project of guaranteeing civil rights for indigenous people by putting
election reform a t the top of their agenda and by
calling a national democratic convention just
weeks before election day. Perredistas, Alianza
Civica activists, and thousands of people from
throughout the Mexican left participated in the
convention and joined its call for President Carlos
Salinas de Gortari's resignation and the appointment of an interim government to oversee a new
election.
Because the battle fo r democracy is so concrete, with the possibility of tangible and immediate victories, in some ways it eclipsed t11e other
question that confronted Mt>sico in these elections: t11e question of neoliberalisrn In 1988,
Cardenas's campaign touched a nerve because
many Mexicans were fed up with the hegemony of

Electrical Workers Forge Ties with Mexican Labor
BY TOM ELLETI
At the recent national convention
of the United Electrical, Radio and
Machine W orkers of America (UE).
General Secretary-Treasurer Amy
N ewell argued that labor has become a
commodity on the global market just
like any other. As with other abundant
commodities, labor's price is falling as
the market for it becomes more intemation a lize d. The response , argued
N ewell, must be a truly global labor
movement.
Toward that end, for the past three
years the UE has engaged in a "strategic
organizi ng alliance" \vith the Authentic
W orkers Front (FAT) of Mexico. The
FAT is an independent federation of
militant unions seeking to organize factories in the maquiladoras along the
Mexican-U.S. border. The UE provides
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material assistancl' and helps develop
organizing strategies. Public pressure in
the U .S by till' UE on transnational
corpor ations o~·rating in Mexico has
helped curb some of the most outrageous

violations of human righL~ there.
Like all of the UE's projects, the
strategic organizing alliance has a strong
rank-and-file component. The project is
fonded in part through UE members'
"adopting" an orgaruzer and sustaining
him or her through donations. The union

regularly sponsors worker-to-worker exchanges between employees of common
corporations.
Although the tangible results of the
allianc{' have been modest, the cooperative effort did result in the first secretballot union election in Mexican h istory. And the enthusiasm and empathy
by rank-and-file VE members toward
their Mexican sisters' and brother s'
struggle is the most encouraging byproduct of all

For i11fom1atio11 about rnpporting the VE/
F.A. T. Solidarity Fu11ll, c(l11tact Robin
Alexander at the VE, 2400 Oliver Building,
535 Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, PA
15222
Fa.i: 412/47 1-8999
Tom Ellett, a f11n11er DSA Youth Organizer,
is an organizer with the VE in Wiscomi11.

~====================~ Mexico
the PRI and the government's handling of the
debt crisis and the economy in general. Six years
later, voters are even more fed up with the omnipotence of the PRI, but many, perhaps a majority, are intrigued by Salinas' s innovative economic
strategies. Many people, particularly in the
middle class, .are willing to give NAFTA and
neoliberalism a chance.
Cardenas's vision of economic alternatives
was not that radical. While he was pressured by
social movement groups to declare his opposition
to NAFTA at a conference in July, after that he
continued to qualify his opposition and to
mumble through the specifics And he was careful
not to antagonize the U.S. government or U.S.bascd multinationals. Even so, elite consensus
around free trade, deregulation, and the primacy
of multinational corporations appears to have
taken hold in Mexico, as it has around the world.
In the coming months the PRD will engage in a
thoroughgoing internal discussion. It will be
interesting to see the post-election strategies that
are developed by not only the PRD, but by the
Zapatista-inspired democratic national convention (CND), theAlianza Cfvica, and the Mexican
network against free trade.
The elections in Mexico were only the first

After NAITA

opportunity for citizens of the new North
America to work together for a common purpose
in opposition to the ncolibcral agenda. Future
elections in Canada and the U S will carry the
same potential for social justice throughout the
continent. And a tri-national campaign to call for
the rL'negotiation of NAFTA and adoption of a
social charter is being developed by a wide range
of social movement leaders from the three countries.
ml

Cim!)l Coughlin is DSA's Field Coordinator.

DSA Latino Commission Leaders Travel to Mexico
DSA Latino Commission leaders
Alberto Rojas and Eric Vega traveled
with separate delegations of election
observers in Mexico. Rojas's group
spent most of its time in the state of
Michoacan, and Vega's group traveled
to Estado de Mexico.
Vega reports that his group did not
see any of the grotesque irregularities
that marked t11e 1988 elections, but
that the electoral process was still
highly compromised. He spoke with
one woman in a small town who had
been approached by a political "pollster" as she was ~weeping her porch. She
told this person that she was planning
to vote against the PRl. The next day
she was visited by town officials who
presented her with a fine, saying that
she had been seen sweeping her porch,

and that this constituted "polluting the
neighborhood."
Beyond this sort of petty harassment, Vega says. many Mexicans' jobs
and livelihoods depend on their voting
Ute PRl party lint• Vega's delegation visited a remote dumping ground where
dozens of families h1tve fonned encampments. The "manager" of this dump. who
allocates areas where families may camp.
is a PRl supporter. and he made it clear
that he expected his tenants to vote PRl
as well.
In Paracho , Michoacan, Alberto
Rojas witnessed a post-election uprising
involving several hundred indigenous
people. The group blocked highways and
occupied state and federal govemmrnt
buildings, claiming that therl' had bt·en
serious voting irregularities in the region.

They demanded that they be governed
by the PRD, and that the federal government fulfill promises made in 1992
to bring major public works and development projects to Michoacan.
Michoacan's regional Federal Elections Institute was heavily guarded by
federnl soldiers and agents of the Judicial Police as the votes were counted.
Cristobal Arias, a PRD candidate for
Senate, declared that the party wou ld
continue to mobilize protests until all
allegations of electoral fraud were addressed .
To subscribe to Our Struggle/
Nuestra Lucha, the new.detter of the DSA
African American, Anti-Raci.~t, and Latino
Commi.uions, und $15 to P.O. Box
162394, Sacramento, CA 95816.
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Solidarity Summer
DSA Co-Sponsors Youth Delegation to Mexico
BY BARB FERRILL

T

his summer the DSA Youth Secco-sponsored a delegation of
3 5 young people to observe the August
21 federal elections in Mexico. The
project was spawned by a unique coalit10n involving diverse progressive organizations in the U.S., Mexico, and
Canada.
The coalition, called Solidarity
Sum rn er/Dclegaci6n Trinacional,
came together in April, 1ust four
months before the election. The concept was to bring together young activists from across North America to lay
the foundation for a renewed struggle
for human rights, economic justice,
and democracy. Now that NAFTA is
being implemented it is not only important but necessary to work across
borders. This long-term fight will rec1ui rc building relationships among
youth activists throughout the hemisphere.
The diverse range of organizations
represented on the Solidarity Summer
steering committee in the U.S. included the Committees of Correspondence, the National Chicano Human
Rights Council, the Committee in Solidarity with the People of EI Salvador,
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (MEChA-Chicano Student
Movement), Nia-NUARTS (Arts Collective and Freedom School of New
York City). and DSA. These organizations do not often work together, yet
we all believe that we must fight the
prindples embodied in NAFTA, which
will only deepen social inequalities,
weaken democracy. and leave the poor
more vulnerable to exploitation.
A primary concern was that the
Solidarity Summer delegation be diverse in terms of race, class, and organizational background. Thanks to support from DSA members and a crucial
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contribution from 1199: The Nati on al
Health and Human Services Employees Union, wc were largely able to
achieve this. Our delegation turned out
to be just over 50 percent people of
color and 30 perL-ent Latino/a. Crucial
to our success was that amajority of our
group had some level of Spanish-speaking ability. This allowed a very high
level of commumcation between our
group and the Mexican students we
worked with in the days leading up to
the election.
We arrived in Mexico six days
before the election. During the preelection week Solidarity Summer was
part of a trinational youth meeting on
post-NAFTA politics, which also included the New Democratic Youth of
Canada, Convcrgencia Juvenil (the
youth section of the Partido de la
Revolucion Democratica of Mexico)
and the Caravana Ricardo Pozas at the
National Autonomous University of
Mexico, which organizes caravans of
food and medicine to Ch1apas. A major
theme of this meeting was the possibility of a campaign for aNorthArnerican

•

social charter, which would establish
guarantees for wages, workers' rights,
and environment~! protections.
On Election Day. the delegation
split up, members acted as election
observers at sites in Chiapas, Oaxaca,
Morelo!., Estado de Mexico and
Mexico City
The 1994 Solidarity Summer
project should be remembered as a
beginning-however humble-of a
process of international and inter-organizational dialogues for the North
American student left. These dialogues
taught all of us a great deal about our
common goals, our differences, and
our visions of a social order that would
favor the needs of people over the
agendas of multinational corporations.
But this was only a beginning. The
U.S. Solidarity Summer steering committee continues to rnec.t, and plans arc
being set for a second trinational
project in the summer of 1995.
rm
Barb Ferrill, a student at Metro State
University in Denver, was an intern at the
DSA nationul office this summer
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Labor and the Crisis in Haiti
An Interview with Cajuste Lexiuste
BY DAVID GLENN

H

aiti's trade wuon movement has
suffered enormously since the
September 1991 coup that ousted
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
Along with the rest of Haitian clvil
society, labor activism has been forced
underground or repressed entirely.
As Democratic Left goes to press. the
United States is laying preparations for
an invasion of Ilaiti. This potential
intervention has aroused deeply divided feelings among DSA members.
Cajuste Lexiuste, the General Secretary of Haiti's General Confederation of Labor {CGT), recently visited
thl' DSA office to share his perspectives. Before the coup, the CGT was
one of several l'mergent labor federations in Ilaiti; its 25.000 members
includL' textile, manufacturing, and
agricultural workers. Lexiuste was
forced into exile in the U.S. in May
1993, after he and two other labor
leadl'rs Wl're severely beaten and detained for several weeks. The three
were seized as they attempted to appear on a small radio station to call for
a general strike.
Democratic Left: How did the labor
movement dl'velop in Haiti after JeanClaude Duvalier's ouslL'r in 1986?
Cajuste Lexiu stc: There was a huge
upsurge of activity. Ma11y labor leaders
who'd been forced into exile returned,
and all of our clandestine networks
came to the surface. But eradicating
the labor movement was a priority of
the N arnphy and Avril regimes [ 19881990 ]. Sometimes this was done
through direct repression, sometimes
by buying off labor leaders.
When Aristide's candidacy
emerged in 1990, it was easy for the
CGT and the other truly independent
federations to support him. We sat

down mid met with him . Ile gave us
commitments to fight for <t hight•r
minimum wage, to restore the social
security system, 1md to mandate the
lL~e of Creole ;1s well as French on
ballots and workplace notices
These were the issues that scared
the elites-in fact, it was just as
Aristide was taking actio11 or1 the minim urn wage that the coup was orchestrated.
Our experience before and aftcr
the coup has shown how important
trade unionism is to Haiti's dernorrat ic
movements. Many of Haiti's poorest
atizens are casily led, out of !>heer
desperation, into right-wing p;1ramilitary groups. But the working class is
not quite so fragmented a11d desperate--so trade rn1ions provide an ancl\Or
of strength and reliability.
Dem ocratic Left: And what are your
feelings about a potential U.S . military
intervention to restore Aristide to
power'?
Cajuste Lexiustc: 'Die CGT supports
Aristide 100 percent, but we do not
support any k111d of military intervention. The United States has consistently acted against the interests of
Haiti's popular movements. The U.S.
Age1Ky for International Dcvcloptne11t
consistently undermined Aristide's
economic initiatives. The U.S. continues to draw up plans for "assisting" and
modernizing the Haitian military.

And the embargo imposl·d by the
U .S. agai11st the coup reginw has been
very leaky. It seems lo have been designed 11ot to weaken the regime but to
wear down the popular movements.
\Ve believe that all of this adds up
to a consistent pattern-in Haiti the
U.S. dcfrnds its own interests, not the
interests of <lell\ocracy. Restoring
Aristide to the prcsidenry through an
inva'iio11 would probably u11ly st•rve tu
integrate him into a 11cw franlt'work of
power, in which IJaiti's trade unions
and popular rnovt•me11ts would he kept
weak.
All of the outrages we've seen this
summer-the renewed killings of
priests, and so forth-can be seen as
attempts by some sectors of the dite to
prol'oke an invasion that would ultimately serve their long-term interests.
So, 110, I do not support an intervention. Instead I hdievc that the U.S.
left should fight for truly effective sanctions and the freezing oflfaitian elites'
U.S assets. And the left should work to
expose the true role of U.S. agencies in
propping up some of Haiti's most reactionary forces.
rm

Thanh to Rtry LaFore.\t ofAFSCME Di.~
trict C111111cil 1707 for prodding tra11slatio11.
For 11 detailed report 011 U.S. /\ID'., role i11
Haiti, send $'> 111 the Natim1al Labor
Committee, 15 U11io11 Sq11are ive.\t, Neiv
York. NY 10003.
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Labor Day Greetings 1994
DSA IS A FRIEND AND ALLY
OF WORKING WOMEN AND MEN
AND THEIR UNIONS.
THANKS FOR YOUR
FRIENDSHIP AND SUPPORT.

JAN D. PIERCE, VICE PRESIDENT
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA
DISTRICT ONE

SERVICE EMPLOYEES
INTERN.KfIONAL
UNION

AFL-CIO, CLC

J ohn J. Sweeney
International President
R ichard W. Cordtz
International Secretary-Treasurer
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In Solidarity

Working together for
peace, freedom,
and social justice.

David
Walls
&

The

Activist's
Almanac
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New England Regional Joint Board
ACTWU
Edward W. Clark, Jr., Manager
International Vice President

INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE & AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERICA - UAW

BEST WISHES ON BEHALF OF THE
UAW REGION SIX MEMBERSHIP
BRUCE LEE
Director

HENRY C. GONZALEZ

-

Assistant Regional Director

RUTH JERNIGAN
AL YBARRA
Internatlonal Represeniat1ves
CAP Department

REGION SIX
28
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1noo Pioneer Boulev.trcl. Sunr JOO
An~ia. uhfomia 90701
T~ OlOI «12-1771

-

TheILGWU
Southwest District Council
Salutes
DSA and Denwcratic Left

Solidc.1ily ro1eve1I
Illinois Council 31
American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, AFLCIO

Steve Nutter, VP, Regional Director
Antonio Orea, Manager
Cristina R. Vazquez,
Political and Education al Director

Henry Bayer
Executive Director

workers Defense League. Inc.
From the Breeden-Schmidt Foundation
San Diego, California
Defending the Defenseless Since 1936
Leon Lynch, President
Harry Fleischman, Chair
Jon Bloom, Executive Director

To advance the principles of socialism

218 Weat 40 Street
New York, 1'Y 10018
212/730-7412

The International Union of Electronic,
Electrical, Salaried, Machine & Furniture Workers
AFL-CIO,

5~
The Democratic Socialists of America and Democratic Left
for its continued devotion to the labor movement and all progressive causes,
especially for its efforts to defeat NAFTA
and to develop a campaign for a "North American Social Charter''
to protect workers' rights and the environment.

w~~~lf. ~
WILLIAM H. BYW ER
INTERNATIONAL P
IDENT

~~~
.EDWARD FIRE
SECRETARY TREASURER
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The Hotel and Restaurant Employeees Union is
seeking : ORGANIZERS and RESEARCHERS
TO APPLY , CONTACT:
Pat Larri>orn FAX (510) 893-5362
HERE Western Region
c/o Local 2850
548 20th St. Oakland, CA 94612

Solidarity Without Borders!
U.S./Guatema/a Labor Education Project
c/o ACTWU
333 Ashland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60607
312/262-6502

•
L.1hnr Da~

A New Book! New Insights I

Crcctings from :-.:.1ssa11 I>S\

John L. Lewis: Hard Labor and Wild f usUce
by Dr. Ron Roberts. 45 illustrations. ISBN 0-8403-9297-4.
Remembering Norman Thomas
Orde r Your Copy Nowl Royalties to Labor Fducation.
and Michael Harrington
For an autographed copy, send S22.00 to Ron Roberts, Sociology, UNl
Cedar Falls, IA 5061 4 . To order with a credit card, call 800/228-0810.
Working for Progressive Politics on Long Island!
Institutions and booksellers contact Order Dept .. Kendall-Hunt
:\1.ul. Finl.cl. Chair
Lottie Friedm.111. Trc.1sur.:r
Publishing, 4050 Westmark Drive, Dubuque, IA 52004.

Greetings to DSA from

Israel Horizons
A Zionist Quarterly
(as.sociatcd with Mcrctz, Mapam, and Kibbutz ArtziJ

Jack Sheinkman, President
Arthur Loevy, Secretary-Treasurer
Bruce Raynor, Executive Vice President

•

Blessed Are the
Peacemakers- Our Chaverimf

Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers Union

Subscription rate $15 per year.
Send checks to .APl -Hashom er /lalza1r,
P.O. Box 3000, DenviUe, !'{/ 07834

Important LABOR STUDIES T itles from

MONTHLY REVIEW PRESS
LONGER HOURS,
FEWER JOBS
Employment and
Unemployment in
the United States

PUT TO WORK
Relief Programs in
the Great Depression
by NANCY E. ROSE

In t his user-friendly book.
Michael Yates explains how
employment and unemployment are inextricably connected
in an economic system where
employers are driven by the
search for profits He provides
an easily understood analysis of
the capitalist economy and the
social destruction brought on
by its everyday functions.

Illustrated throughout with
archival photographs, Put to
Worl< tells the story of the massive government job-creation
programs of the I930s-the1r
unique contributions and their
shortcomings. Nancy Rose
carefully reevaluates the charges
that these were inefficient
"make-work" programs, or
"boondoggles," charges that
continue to characterize jobcreation programs today.

PB•888X/$10.00 paper/160 pp.

PB•87 I S/$10.00paper/144 pp.

by MICHAEL D. YATES

RABOTYAGI:
Perestroika and
After Viewed
from Below
Interviews with Workers
in the former Soviet Union
by DAVID MANDEL

A senes of twenty interviews
conducted between July 1988
and July 1992 with ordinary
workers and union activists in
Gorbachev's USSR and Yeltsin's
Russia. Their narrativ~s shed
important new light on the final
years of the Soviet Union and
the first year of the "transition
to the market."
PB•8782/$ I 6.00 paper/288 pp.

When orderin1 by mail, p lease add $3.00 for the first book and SOf'. for each additional book. There is a $1 S.00 m inimum
when payin1 with MasterCard or Vin. Desl1nate which card, card number, and expiration date.
MONTHLY REVIEW PRESS• 122 WEST 27TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10001 • 212 691-2555
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City University of New York DSA
announces the thirteenth annua1

Socialist Scholars
Uonference
April 7, 8, 9, 1995
n1ite: Socia1ist Scholars Conference

c/o Sociology
CUNY Graduate Center
33 West 42 Street
New York, NY I0036

On this Labor Day 1994,
the National Officers Council
of the

Coalition of Labor
Union Women
salutes and congratulates the
Democratic Socialists of
America
for consistently symbolizing
the mutual respect and
shared values both inside and
outside the labor movement.
Gloria T. Johnson
National President

AFSCME's 1.3 million members salute the
contributions of the Democratic Socialists of America
and the Deniocratic Left in improving the lives of
working Americans.
In solidarity and friendship,
Gerald W. McEntee, International President
William Lucy, International Secretary-Treasurer

September/October

1994
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BEST WISHES FROM LOCAL 1180
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA
AFL- CIO

--...11-u.,.

Arlf>Ur Chtl•Otts
PteSXWlt

Ba101r1 Batlty
Go<1<1 !Ito«•

l.HG.JltllO'flS

First Va Pte$-I
N1lham F riffW'\Jno Jt

Naorru CatPttJte•
Cll.l•otSGarClll
A1an Goldt>lan

SICOl!O Vet Pru-r

Eli.~ne

A.Ur'nin

~•190 N.1k1t15
\.vnt Sea•t'¥' Paynt

Stctt"f~·Tr115ur.,

Susan C.I $1

G•en AllCNrason

Rtcor111>9S11;:1!'111'

Making Gov•rnm•nt

•

:>o•rsSurcv

Congratulations to my friends In the
struggle for economic justice! I urge
you to work on another injustice,
the tyranny of
"taxation without representation"
In the District of Columbia.

Worl< For You

TIM Ill TO THE Cl)YMIJllOUE
LOCAL 1180 1 OWN RADIO SH<1N
f()I OISCUSSl()l;S ON CURRE'IT EVfllTS & ISSUES fR°"4 A LAIKJI PERSPECTIVE

EVERY TUESDAY Fl'D'.! I 00 co 9 00 o m

on WNYE 915 FM

Support statehood!
Hilda Howland M. Mason
District of Columbia City Council

LOCAL 1180
-

6 tums0'1 Sl
~y 10013-2891
2121 226-6565

v....

~

Don't Listen to Us...
Lisa:n co the Unrt !Wlkr. When ics edirors vorcd S«i4J

Solidarity Forever!

P1lit:] winner of me 1994 Alu:marivc Pras Award for
special intcrat ma(;2zinc. they wrote "SocilJ P1lic] is

cvcryrhing you wouldn't expect from a publication of mat
name: lively, wcll-daigncd, and refreshingly readable. ...
Ult dispenses with mind-numbing theorcrical debates and

SEIU Local 585

in.s=d furnishes informarion of pracrical value and lcccps
an eye pcdccl for imcrcsring new political dcvclopmcnu.•
So don'r talcc our word for it. Sec for
yourJC!f.

Call (212) 354-8525. or miil

this cou pen.

•
I

,----------------------------------------------,
To orda, rmiJ ID 5'aAI IWit]. 2S Wen ~td Sum, .Room 620, NYC I0036.

:
I

Yes,
0
0
I

I want to try S«iAI Policy.

:

Send me a copy of die aurcnt issue for S5.

Send me the ncxcycar (4 is.sua) ofSocWJP1/iqfor just $16
(20% OFF the regular subsaiprion pria:).

23 7 Sixth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 1.5238
412/828-5100

: Na.me----------------

: Ad~os - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______________________________________________
:, _ _City
Sa.a:
Zip
:!
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Rosemary Trump, President

Congratulations to

· Democratic Left
from

Agree with or dissent
from Dissentbut don't be without it!
0
0
0
0

Single copy: $7.50
Subscription rates: $22/year; $40 two years
Students: $15/year
Institutions: $34/year; $58 two years

Name
-------------Address
-------------City/St ate/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make d1ecks payable to Dissent, 521 Fifth A1•en11e, Nerv York, NY 10017.

Se11te111/Jn/Oct11lm·
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In Solidarity
Law Offices

We're ~ving mcialhm mme
"Northern Expomre"
DWAlaska P.O. Box 702~2 fairbanks, AK qq707

of Alvin Dorfman
Write for the Labor Activist
72 Guy Lombardo Avenue
Freeport1 NY 11520
s 16/379-0500

the DSA Youth Section's newsletter for young
organizers and rank-and-filers
I

c/o Tom Ellell, 419 East Montgomery Street, Sparta, WI 54656
e-mail: TEIJett@aol.com

IN

SOLIDARITY

LOCAL 259 UAW

For a democratic left slant on the Jewish
question, the Israeli-Palestinian peace process,
Jewish life and culture around the world, and
Black-Jewish relations, subscribe to:

fewish Currents
Morris U. Schappes, editor

Sam Meyers, President
Ralph Diamond, Vice President
Frank LoCascio, Financial Secretary

22 East 17 Sheet, Suite 601
Dept. DS
New York, NY 10003
212/924-5740
($30 per year-I] issucs-6ample copy
available uoon request)

The ILGWU salutes DSA
for your support for labor's struggles
andfor justice
for working people everywhere

Jay Mazur, President+ Irwin Solomon, Secretary-Treasurer+ Edgar Romney, Executive Vice President
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Labor Day Greetings 1994
Theresa Alt

Jerry Flieger

Bernard and Henrietta Backer

Cynthia Ward Franklin

Bruce and Helen Brown

Lottie and Joe Friedman

Tona Cornette

Suzanne Gottlieb

Ithaca DSA

Ida and Abe Kaufman

Maxine Phillips

Sherri Levine

•

:

Richard Rausch

Bill Mosley and Lisa Dowden

Carl Schwartz

Alice Ostrow

and Wilda Luttermoser

Joseph J. Swartz

Ruth and Phil Sillman

Dorothy and Samuel T olmach

Steve Tarzynski & Kathie Sheldon

Miriam S. Van Gelder

Leo Edbril

Philip H. Van Gelder

Edith F. Eisenberg

Roger S. Wilson

Estelle M. Epstein

Larry Wittner

Happy Labor Day

For

In

to all who work for

Libertarian

remembrance of

social justice

Socialism!

Michael Harrington

Ruth Messinger

Jim Dinsmoor
Indiana University

Lucille Sydnor

Greetings from the rural
peasant/academic soviet
where the zucchinis are like
baseball bats!
Joseph M. Schwartz
Marilyn Migiel
Michael Migiel-Schwartz
Slaterville Springs, NY

September/October

1994
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DSAction-----Freeing the Last Colony:
DSA Locals Enlisted in Support of D.C. Statehood
As another mid-term election approaches, voters in the United States prepare to go to the polls to the elect members of Congress who will cast votes on
their behalf in Washington -- all, that is,
except the 600,000 voters who live in
W ash\ngton itself.
A ward of the federal government for
two centuries, the District of Columbia
not only has no voting representation in
Congress -- only a non-voting delegate in
the House of Representatives -- but also is
subject to federal veto of its local legislation and budgets. For instance, for years
Congress overturned both the District's
legislation to use locally-raised money to
fund abortions for poor women, and its
domestic partnership law allowing the
non-married companions of city employees to receive the same benefits as those

Labor Activist to
Resume This Fall
The Labor Activist, the DSA Youth
Section's newsletter for young labor organizers and rank-and-filers, will resume
publication this fall after a several-month
hiatus. The newsletter is intended to help
young labor activists develop networks in
which they can discuss strategies, tactics,
and broader political issues. The Labor
Activist is also designed to help campusbased DSA Youth Section chapters do
effective labor support work.
Each issue of the Labor Activist will be
distributed through the DSA "key list"
mailings and by Youth Section chapters.
If you would like to receive the Labor
Activist, please contact David Glenn at
the national office.
If you have any material to submitessays. announcements, etc.-please
send it to Tom Ellett, 419 East Montgomery Street, Sparta, WI 54656. E-mail:
TEllett@aol.com.
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married to D.C. workers. Some members
of Congress, employing a thinly-veiled
brand of racism against a city that is 70
percent African Amencan, claim that the
people of the District are somehow incapable of managing their own affairs.
In response, a movement to make the
District a state has been gathering momentum for the past decade. To make
D.C. into our 5 lststate, the state of New
Columbia (as local activists have chri~
tened it), does not require a constitutional amendment, only a majority vote
of both houses of Congress and the signature of the President
Leaders of the statehood movement
realize that if the battle is to be won, it
must be taken up in communities across
the nation by citizens who believe that
the current condition of D.C. constitutes

a denial of human rights. Members of
Congress must hear from their constituents to learn that the issue of D.C. statehood resonates far beyond the beltway.
D .C./Maryland/Northern Virginia
DSA. working closely with the statehood
movement, has prepared a package of
materials that was recently sent to DSA
locals and activists across the country.
Locals are encouraged to engage their
members by organizing rallies and
phone-calling drives targeting their local
members of Congress. In concert with
other nationwide organizations that have
joined the batttle, DSA can help give the
statehood movement a national presence.
Ifyou have not yet received the statehood activism package. or if you have
questions, please call Bill Mosley at 202/
265-4982.

DSA Regional Activist
Conferences: Fall 1994
oin us at these fru events as
leaders of DSA locals, commissions, Youth Section
chapters, and political task
forces gather to discuss:
+ How should the left refine its
political perspectives in order to face
the challenges of the next era?
+How can DSA better carry out
its national political projects?
+ What steps must we take to
Dl2ke DSA a vibrant, multiracial,
and multigenerational organization
at all levels?
+ What sort of U.S. foreign
policy should the left fight for in the
post-Cold War era?

NEW YORK CITY

October 8 + 1 tam - 6pm
at the DSA National Office,

180 Varick Street, 12th floor
Housing and child care available.
Call Margie Bums at 2121727-8610
for more information.

MIDWEST

November 12 or 13
Location to be.announced
DSA members in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, WU<:onsin, Iowa, and
western Pennsylvania will receive a
notice in the mail by October 12.

Call Margie Burns at 2121727-8610
for more information.

DSAction
Study Materials
On Economics

Commission Notes
DSA Feminist Commission
Spreads the Word on UN Conferences
The DSA Feminist Commission has
resumed regular publication of its newslet ter, Not Far Enough. The new issue
centers on international questions of
women, wages, the environment, and
development policy. Several major UN
conferences this year and next will highlight debates on these issues. The Cairo
conference on population has just concluded; there will be a conference on
poverty
and
development
in
Copenhagen in March; and next September Beijing will host the Fourth
W orld Conference on Women.
The DSA Feminist Commission, in
conjunction with Socialist International
Women, is fighting to ensure that
women 's rights and feminist approaches
to economics are heard at these confer-

ences. Conservative forces throughout
the world are attempting to sway the
agendas of these meetings; feminists
and progressives will need to organize
carefully to ensure that their voices are
not drowned out.
The new Not Far Enough also includes a discussion of NAFTA and
GATT, highlighting the ways in which
these treaties affect the status of women
in developing countries-a topic that is
too often overlooked in progressives'
discussions about trade.
Subscriptions to Not Far Enough are
ten dollars per year. Send checks to the
DSA Feminist Commission, c/o Christine Riddiough, 5123 Fifth Street NW,
Washington, DC 20011.

DSA Commission on Religion and
Socialism Sends Delegation to London
Three leaders of the DSA Commission on Religion and Socialism attended
a Congress of the International League
of Religious Socialists (ILRS) in London
in July. The Rev Judy Deutsch. Robert
Halbeisen, and Jack Spooner report that
the conference was generally optimistic
Most participants argued that the tradition of religiou s socialism will be increasin gly relevan t across the next century.
T he major theme of the congress
was the social and economic costs of the
privatization of public services around
the world. Participants discussed the rise
of int ernational trading blocs and the
importance of developing effective social
charters to defend workers' rights and
the
environment.
The
DSA
commission's delegates reported on the

ongoing series of North American meetings on developing a social charter component of NAFTA
Leaders of the DSA Commission
on Religion and Socialism are considering initiating a conference on the idea of
a "Jubilee Year" in which the debts of
certain developing nations would be
forgiven. The conference would explore
how progressive churches and citizens'
organizations might develop a campaign to target the World Bank and
other international financial institutions.
To subscribe to the commission's
newsletter, send $7.50 for one year to
Religious Sociah~m. P.O. Box 80, Camp
Ilill, PA 17001-0080.

The economics branch of New York
City DSA has developed a packet of study
materials for use by DSAlocals, commissions, and Youth Section chapters.
The packet includes an annotated
bibliography on "market socialism" prepared by David Belkin. Also included are
transcripts of the New York City local's
fall 1993 course on the history of socialist
economics. Speakers included Joanne
Barkan, David Belkin, Frank Roosevelt,
and others.
To obtain a copy of this packet,
contact David Glenn at the national office.

Social Charter
Update
DSA Na ti on al Director Alan
Charney attendt-<l a trinational meeting
on post-NAFTA politics in Mexico City
in July. Participants included trade
unionists, environmentalists, and academics from throughout Mexico,
Canada, and the U.S.
DSA will continul' to conduct occasional meetings in the U S. to explore
activists' interest in pursuing a postNAFTA social charter campaign .

Resources
+ For California activists, DSA has
produced a leaflet on the three referendum campaigns the left is waging this
year (see pages 38-39). If you'd like copies, please contact Margie Burns at the
national office.
+ Apologies for tht• delay in the new
issue of Socialist Fon1111, DSA's discussion
bulletin, which 'vill be arriving in subscribers' mailboxes (promise!) by October 7. Our offer is still open: If you'd like
a free sample copy, write to David Glenn
at the national office.

Stpttmber/October

1994
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!Health Care Updatel
Washington, D.C.:
The Perlls of lncrementalism
As a Physiciam for a National
H ealth Program member flatly announced to an activist meNing in August:
"No one ever said that challenging the
power of capital head-on would be a
barefoot romp through the meadow."
Yes, things went badly in Congress
this summer. But this is not a time for
hand-wringing-we need to creatively regro up the activist coalitions that DSAhas
been working so hard to build, put on our
hiking boots, and m.Y.ke renewed efforts
to challenge medical-industrial capital at
the state and federal levels.
DSAers lobbying Capitol Hill this
summer learned that several fundamental ideas have failed to penetrate the
industry-saturated collective mind of
Congress. Congress doesn't understand

th11t we all pay for lw11lth ea re, insured etnd
uninsurl:'d aJikl'; or thl• dang<'r!> of crt•ating a corporate mt·clical oligopoly ol just
a few insurance networks; or just what a
disaster our GDP-l•ating lwalth care fi.
nancing structure tnily is.
The result of 1111 this congrt.>ssional
ignorimce: so-cal11•d incn•111ental refom1,
which labor and the left rightly (Jppose. If
anything at all passc•s this yl'ar. it's likely
to lw band-aid-ll'vcl n•forrn that would do
mon• harm th1111 good. Especially if fi.
nanced by cuts in J\ledit•are or Medicaid,
these programs wouldn't come close to
achie,·ing universal coverage. and would
massively ,Jiift health c;in.• costs, not contain them. (Look at till' sad example of
smular state-level "rl'fonns," including
New York's wcll-inte11tio11ed Open En-

California:
DSA Mobilizes
For Slngle-Payer Initiative
California DSA locals are taking
un p recedented steps to mobilize their
members to support Proposition I 86.
which would establish a single-payer
health care system in the state.
Working ·with a coalition of health
care activists, trade unionists, seniors,
and other progressive organizations.
DSAers are hosting hom;e parties, serving
on the speakers' bureau. tabling at street
fairs and shopping malls. and helping to
secure endorsements from community
groups and small businesses.
DSA regional meetings are being
held throughout the state to organize
activists into specific tasks. (A ml'eting in
conseivauve Orange County drew 30
DSAers--0ver a third of the membership
in the county.) A delegation of activists
from Front Range DSA in Colorado will
spend a week supporting the health cart.>
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campaign in the Bay An'a. DSA National
Director Alan Charney and Field Coordinator Ginny Coughlin \\ill also spend
time in the state (~l'c pagt· "!9).
As exciting aml uplifting as all this
activism is, .,..,,.(. are fal'ing u tn•nwndous
uphill battle. The ins11rnm:e compunie:-.
have said that they will spend "whatever it
takes" to dt:feat Proposition 186. Television and radio commt•rcials financed by
the insurance industry started airing even
before Labor Day. tlw traditional start of
the November campaign.
We need )'Ollr help. n;1tio11wide. to
pass this historic initiative. If yo11 live in
or will be visiting Califorrua. please call
one of the numbers at right And ifyou 11rc
11hle. please send finaneial co11triliutions
to: C11Jifornia DSA 2000, 1102 N. Brnnd
Blvd .. #20, Glendalt', CA-91202.
-- f:v11 Slinw

rollm1 nl/Cornmunity Rating Law.)
'l11is scenario. horrible as it is, begs
for DSA Most activists in the state-level
singlt·-p11ycr coalitions, if they're not alr<.'ady dues-paying DSAers. incre11singly
sound like them. Stniggling this year with
t11e naked forces of corporate power has
been 1t jolt. J>art of our task wilJ be to
recmit and retain these activists. many of
whom 11r1· new to our political orhit.
r11t11re is~ues of Denwm1tic Left will
cont.am broadt•r discussions and· debates
about where we go from here. One issue
that will sun'ly arise is campaign finance
reform. Single-payer activist:-. ;m.• incrt>asingly mindful of Joe Califano's dictt1m
that without that first, no serious health
care rdorm will be possible.

-- Jeff Gold
DSA Health Care
A c t iv i st Contacts In
Callfornla
•:• Butte Cmmty/Chir(J:

Tom Recd

916/343- 1202

•:• Sau Frrmci.lro/Mmfo County:

Mike Pincus

415/695-0111

•:• £rut Bny/A/ameda County:
Michael Lighty 510/8:!9-4352
•!• Sn11 Fenumdo nnd
Sm1 Gnlwiel V nllry.\:
Lyn Shaw
818/767-6683

•:• Metro Los Angele~:

Larry Abhott

213/661-1905

•!• WeM L(Js A11gele.\/.\'out/1 Bny:

Brad Jones

310/829-9829

·~ Omnge Co1111ty:
Tim Carpenter 714/558-3329

•:• San Diego County:

Ilcrh Shore

619/287-5535

•!•All Other Cowitie.\:

Tim Parks

213/484-5437

California 1994:
DSA~rs

Organize For Ballot Campaigns

DSAlocals throughout California are rnobilizingnot only to support the single-payer
referendun1 (see opposite page), but also to oppose Proposition 187, which would
deny public education and health care to the children of undocumented inunigrants,
and Proposition 184, which would toughen California's "three strikes" law for felons.
California locals are \vorl<lng with a "ride variety oflabor, anti-racist, and conununity
coalitions on these campaigns. DSA National Director Alan Charney and Field
Coordinator Ginny Coughlin 'vill spend two weeks in California in Septenlber, and
return for the pre-election week, to assist with DSA's n1obilization efforts.

Vote N 0 on 18 7: End the Racist Blame Game

U

nder Proposition I 87, children
would be denied immunization,
pregnant women would be denied prenatal care, and persons in desperate
need of medical attention would not
seek care for fear of deporlsi.tion. This
initiative is the latest in a. series of social, economic, racial, and legislative attacks against immigrants.
Undocumented workers are taking
the blame for the downturn in the California economy. In realit)~ Proposition

187 is a cont1nuatio11 of the orchestrated right-vving backlash againsl civil
rights. Immigrants are tlte Willie
I lortons of the '90s.
Proposi lion 187 is p<trt of the
right's agenda to create a series of
racialized laws to deny basic hwnan
rights to pl'ople of color, and to chill
the voice of progressives. California's
conservatives, with a strong insurgenct.'
from the religious right, are see.king to
roll back social gains.

Proposition 187 would also make
cops out of teachers and grand inquisitors out of health care providers. And
here's the kicker: California stands to
lose some $10 billion in federal funds
for public sd1ools and hospitals if the
massive deportations under Proposition
187 were to take place.
Vote No on Proposition 187. Let's
build the future, not resurrect witch
hunts from the past.

Vote No on 184:
Get Serious -- Fight for Real Solutions to Crime
rime is the number one ~oncern
among Californians, as it is with
most Americans loday. All of us want
safe communities where we live and
work. We want our children to be happy
and unfettered by such worries as which
way to walk to school or whether tl1ey're
wearing the wroHg color jacket.
But Proposition 184, the "threl'
strikes and you're out" referendum,
plays on these fears and exacerbatt:S raCl'
and class prejudices -- while doing nothing to address the prevention and

C

proper punishment of crime. TI1is cruel
and unusual referendum does not offer
serious short-term or long-term solutions. California already has a "three
strikes" law on the books -- do we really need even tougher restrictions on
judges' discrelion?
Authoritative so11rces, including the American Bar Association and
the California Correctional Peace Officers Associallon, agree: Harsher sentences alone do not lead to a reduction
in crime. Proposition 184 will only fur-

ther demonize black and brown youti1.
It costs $32,000 a year to jail
someone, and $23.000 to scn<l them
to USC. Progressives must stand for
serious, proven responses to crime -- including drug rehabilitation on demand,
effective gang intervention programs,
and massive investments in public education. Most of a.11. we must demand
government action toward full employment, which can restore hope to our
most desperat~ communities.

Septt'mber/October

-- Gary Phillips
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Activist Conferences held in Los Angeles and San Francisco in mid-September.

On the

Left
1y Harry Fleischman
Alasl~a
Tht.: latest issue of Alaska
DSA's newsletter, The Northern Rose,
discusses the growing c.ampaign for a
state-level single-payer health care
plan in Alaska Alaska DSA co-chair
Niilo Koponc11 discusses the strengths
and weaknesses of State Senator Jim
Duncan's single-payer bill.

Arl~ansas
Arkansas DSA recently held
its second annual summer retreat. The

fiftee11 activists who attended discussed the role of DSA in their lives
and develop political plans for the
coming year. The local will play a
major role in a community coalition
against the Little Rock Chamber of
Commerce's "I'm Big on Little Rock!"
campaign. The Chamber of Commerce is seeking to develop political
support for a lavish convention center
and sports arena. Arkansas DSA,
along with ACORN, the Sierra Club,
and the Arkansas New Party, will
campaign for alternative community
redevelopment strategies for the city.
The campaign will kick off with a
publicforwn and teach-in in October.

California
DSA locals throughout California are mobilizing around the Yes on
Proposition 186, No on Proposition
184, and No on Proposition 187 campaigns. See pages 38 and 39 for more
details. The next issue of Democratic
Left will include a fuH report on all of
this activity, aswdl as on the Regional
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Maryland
Baltimore DSAis contimringits
process of reorganization and revitalization. In late August, local leaders
mailed a survey to determine members'
political priori lies, skills, and interests.
Data from this survey will be used to
develop the local's political projects for
1995. The local vvill launclunewsletter
later this year.
Baltimore DSA activists continue lo do intensive work with Maryland UHCAN (Universal Health Care
Action Network). Several members
traveled to W ashmgton in early August
for the health care lobbying and activism days organized by Citizen Action.

Minnesota
Twin Cities DSA will mobilize
its mcmbersliip in support of John
Marty, the Democrat-Farmer-Labor
candldate for governor. Marty has
made social justice the theme of his
campaign; he has pledged to fight for a
4 percent tax 011 Minnesota's wealthy.

New York
Karen Burstein. the Family
Court Judge who received New York
City DSA's endorsement for State Attomey General, scored an' upset victory
in the Democratic Primary on September 13. Burstein, who once worked
organizing farm workers on Lo11g Island, has pledged that she would wield
the office's powers lo campaign against
violence, including domestic violence.
I larry Bdafonte was the featured speaker at New York City DSA's
annual awards dinner this year. State
Senator franz Leichter presented Doris
Rosenblum with the Paul DuBrul
Award for her lifetime of community
activism. And DSA Vice Chair Jo-Ann
Mort presented the Debs-Thomas

Award to Jan Pierce, Vice President of
the Communications Workers of
Amenca, whom she commended for
"always being out front, pushing
against the margins." Manhattan Borough President Ruth Messinger gave
the closing address.
U.S. Representative George J.
Hochbreuckner of Long Island placed a
tribute in the Congressional Record to
long-time activist Hugh Cleland, tl1e
co-chair of Suffolk County DSA.
Cleland, a historian, was born in
Marion, Ohio, the birthplace of
Norman Thomas. He and other leaders
of the Suffolk County local devote most
of their activist energy to single-payer
health care.

Ohio
Central Ohio DSA is laying
plans for public activism during the
upcoming UN conference on trade and
development, which will be held in
Columbus during the week of October
17. The meeting will include several
heads of stale from arou11d the world. A
special target of the local's protests will
be a meeting convened by conservative
U.S. mayors to discuss how to weaken
environmental laws by attacking them
as "unfair trade barriers."

Pennsylvania
Central Pennsylvania DSA
will host a day-long meeting on October I in Harrisburg to discuss the state
of DSA and the local's plans for 1995.
DSA Program Coordinator David
Glenn will attend. for more information, contact Curt Sanders at 717/3285124.

Virginia
DSA members in the Radford/
Roanoke area are developing a new
Western Virginia organizing committee. For more information, contact
Carolyn Byerly at 703/639-0368.

DSA Locals and
Organizing Committees
Northeast
ALBANY: Mark Sc~aeffer, 518-463-5611
P.O. Box 128, Albany NY 12260
BALTl MORE Richard Bruning. 410-235-3504
1443 Gorsuch Avenue, Baltimore MD 212 18
BOSTON: Glenn Kulbako, staff,617-354-5078
I I Garden Street, Cambridge MA 02138
CENTRAL NJ: William Volonte, 201-642-0885
PO Box 2029, Princeton NJ 08543
CENTRAL PACurt Sanders, 717-328-5124
I 15 Loudon Road, Mercersburg PA 17236
CONNECTICUT: Mike Phelan, 203-397-5412
194 Alden Avenue, New Haven CT 065 I 5
DC/MD/NORTHERN VA:Bill Mosley, 202-483-3299
P.O. Box 33345, Washington DC 20033
ITHACA: Liza Bartlett, 607-256-5341
I 08 Terrace Place # 3, Ithaca l\'Y 14850
NASSAU COUNTY: Mark Finkel 516-538-8246
662 Howard Avenue, West Hempstead NY I I 552
NEW YORK CITY: Julia Fitzgerald 212-727-2207
180 Varick Street, New York NY I 0014
NORTHERN NJ: Stanley Sheats,20/-916-/5/8
19 Sheridan Avenue, Clifton NJ 070 I 5
PHILADELPHIA: Lisa Holgash, 215-248-9013
125 East Mount Airy Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19119
PITTSBURGH: Bill Wekselman
P.O. Box 5122, Pittsburgh PA I 5206
READING-BERKS PA: Bob Millar, 215-944-0991
RD4, Box 4482A, Fleetwood PA 19522
ROCHESTER: John Roberts, 716-442-0751
I 09 Linden Street, Rochester NY 14620
SUFFOLK COUNTYNY: Hugh Cleland,5 /6-751-0340
528 Pond Path, Setauket NY I 1733

Midwest
ANN ARBOR: Eric Ebel, 313-662-4497
P.O. Box 7211, Ann Arbor Ml 48107
ATHENS OH: Paul Burke,614 594-7927
4 Pine Place, Athens OH 4570 I
CARBONDALE IL: E.G. Hughes.6/8-549-1409
P.O. Box 220 I, Carbondale IL 67902
CENTRAL INDIANA: Brad Lorton 317-293-2612
6446 Whitehaven Road #I 028, Indianapolis, IN 46254
CENTRAL OHIO:George Boas, 614-297-0710
44 Brunson Avenue, Columbus OH 43203
CHICAGO: John Albanese, 312-384-0327
1608 N . Milwaukee Ave .,4th floor, Chicago IL 60647
CLEVELAND : Tern Burgess, 216-476-8560
I 13 16 Dale Avenue, Cleveland OH 441 I I
DETROIT: Roger Robinson, 313-822-4639
653 Pemberton, Grosse Pointe Park Ml 48230

IOWA CITY. Jeff Cox, 319-338-4551
112 S. Dodge, Iowa City IA 52242
KENT OH : Eric Hensal.2 /6-677-9789
134 East Oak Street, Kent OH 44240
MAHONING VALLEYOH: Allan Curry,216-534-9327
I 17 Caroline Avenue, Hubbard OH 44425
MILWAUKEE Tom Sobottke, 414-367-5893
162 Hill Court, Hartland WI 53029
ST. LOUIS Dave Rathke,314-773-0605
3323 Magnolia, St Louis MO 631 18
TWIN CITIESDan Frankot, 612-224-8262
695 Ottawa Avenue, Saint Paul MN 55107
WICHITA: Jim Phillips, 316-681-1469
2330 North Oliver Street #219, Wichita KS 67220

South
ARKANSAS: Jason Murphy, 501-372-2152
5 12 North Oak, Little Rock AR 72205
AUSTIN: Dick Fralin, 512-820-0257
2409 West Eighth Street, Austin TX 78703
CENTRAL KENTUCKY Ann Patterson, 606-268-2983
P.O. Box 1190, Lexington KY 40589
CHARLOTTESVILLE: Claire Kaplan, 804 295-8884
Route I Box 1250, TroyVA 22974
HOUSTON Elroy Sullivan, 713-667-2726
3322 Durhill, Houston TX 77025
RICHMOND Irene Ries, 804-276-8271
P.O. Box 5011, Richmond VA 23220

West
ALASKA: John Dunker, 907-465-3400
592 Seatter Street, Juneau AK 9980 I
ALBUQUERQUE Gerry Bradley, 505-881-4687
6008 Ponderosa NE, Albuquerque NM 871 I 0
EAST BAY CA: Dean Ferguson,510-763-8054
150 17th Street #404, Oakland CA 94612
FRONT RANGE CO : Harris Gruman,303-444-9049
3075 Broadway #D, Boulder CO 80304
LOS ANGELES Leo Whitaker,310-451-8934
1102 North Brand Blvd. #20, Glendale CA 91202
MARIN COUNTY. Mark Wittenberg,4/5-388-6396
215 Throckmorton Avenue #2, Mill Valley CA 94941
SACRAMENTO VALLEY Duane Campbell ,9/6-361-9072
PO Box 162394, Sacramento CA 95816
SAN DIEGO:Virg1nia Franco,619-276-6023
5122 Gardena Avenue, San Diego CA 92 I I 0
SAN FRANCISCO: Michael Pincus, 415-695-0111
1095 Hampshire, San Francisco CA 94110
SEATTLE: Craig Satins, 206-784-9695
6221 Greenwood Avenue North, Seattle WA 98103
SONOMA COUNTY. David Walls, 707-823-7403
943 McFarlane Avenue, Sebastopol CA 95472
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DSA Joins Left On Line

D

SA has become a co-sponsor of Left On Line (or LBBS), a new computer bulletin board system
billed as "a kind of continuous town meeting of the progressive community." Its main purpose
is to promote democratic and open discussion among diverse progressive and activist constituencies. It is a place to learn telecommunications and to participate in consciousness-raising and
agenda-setting for the 1990s.

Who Is It?
LBBS is sponsored by Z Magazine, South End Press, The Nation, DSA, the Committees of
Correspondence, the Union of Radical Political Economists, In These Times, Dollars and Sense,
the Institute for Policy Studies, the North American Congress on Latin America, PeaceNet,
Radical America, Monthly Review, The National Coalition for Independent Political Action, MERI P,
Left Business Observer, Gay Community News, Socialist Review, and Project South -- with
additional organizations and periodicals becoming co-sponsors daily. Join the members, readers, staff, and writers associated with these co-sponsors in Left On Line.

What Can You Do?
Users can: send and receive e-mail to and from other LBBS users and to and from anyone with an
Internet address; download files from LBBS's extensive library of articles and essays; answer and
read the replies to LBBS's political polls; and teleconference with other users. Most important,
users can participate in LBBS's many discussion forums on everything from gender to economics, racism to the contents and programs of LBBS's co-sponsoring institutions, sexuality to
movies, foreign policy to technology, and science to religion.

How Does it Work?
You hook up your computer to your modem to your phone. You install the free software LBBS
provides (for DOS, Windows, or Macintosh computers) or, if you prefer, you use your own
software. You call any of our local numbers throughout most of the U.S. (or our long-distance
number) and connect to LBBS. Then you can use our online menu, or save time and money by
using the LBBS automated facilities, which let you do all your reading and writing offline, and
which do all your searching for you.

How Do You Join?
To become a Left On Line member, you pay a one-time fee of $20. You have to let us know what
name (User ID) you want to go by on the system, what password you want to use (4 to 9 letters),
and what type of software we should send you. We send you your membership package, and then
you call LBBS. Your first two hours online are free. There is no monthly payment. You pay only for
use, at about $4 an hour. But, because our automated facilities let you do your work offline, the
average call time on LBBS, even for heavy users, is only ten minutes.

.
---------------------------------------

SIGN ME UP FOR LEFT ON LINE! Enclosed is my one-time $20 fee.
Name:

User ID (if different):

Address:

Password (4 to 9 letters):

City/State/Zip:

Software (DOS, Mac, or Windows):
Return to DSA, 180 Varick Street, twelfth floor, New York, NY
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DSA MEMBERSHIP SURVEY RESULTS

T

his statist ical pictun• of the DSA
membership is based on approximately 700 questionnaires returned to the DSA national office from
May 20, 1994 through July 15. 1994.
Overall, 7.5% of the membership responded. Since this is a self-selecting
group. there could be substantial bias in
the results.
The survey clearly shows that the
members broadly support DSA's objectives and projects, e'\'en t110ugh less than
20% haYe had any direct cont11ct with a
local, chapter, Commission or DSA sponsored event. For the great majority of
members, the activities of the nation:1l
office are their only link \\ith DSA
It's no wonder, then, that 60% of the
members readDanocratic Left on a re&111lar
basis and 2 5% f~I t11at t11e national office
doesn't communicate \\ith them enough.
This may also eA-plain why 61 % of the
members are comfortable with the current level of fundraising, and only 9% feel
DSA does too much funclrnising.
By a two-to-one margin, the members are pessimist.Jc. as oppos<'d to optimistic. about the prospects of building a
socialist mo..,ement.. Still. by a ten-to-one
margin. the members feel that DSA is
moving in the nght, as opposed to the
wrong. direcuon.
Overall, the members want DSA to
become much more involved in elt>ctoral
activities. But there is a genuine divergence of opinion on where this activity
should be concentrated, with 35% in
favor of working \\ithi11 the Democratic
party and~ l % in favor of working within
independent parties.
There is some criticism of DSA's
efforts to become a more multiracial organization, with 24% of tlw members
claiming t11at DSA has not done enough
in this area. This is !!'ss tn1e regarding
feminism and gay and lesbian concerns.
where less than 10% of the members
voiced any criticism. Also,' 2 5% of the
members feel we should be p11ying more
attention to the unions.
Finally. the members '"''ant DSA to
become more of an activist organization
and put socialist ideas more into the public discourse. Of course. tlus ,.,.;11 take
more activism on the part of the
membership .. and more resources.
.... Alan Charney

l] In !,'Cneral. ahout the prospects for 10] Do you haw any contact with a DSA
building a socialist movement in the U.S., commission?
are you ...
yes
9%
optimistic
24%
no
86%
pessimistic
no answer
45%
5%
not sure
25%
no anS'\wr
6%
11] In general, regarding electoral activity do you favor DSA becoming...
2] In general, do you feel that DSA is
more involved
679{1
moving in the ...
less involved
4%
right direction
58%
question not important
wrong direction
5%
to political outlook
15%
not sure
32%
no answer
14%
6%
no ansW<'r
12] In general, do you favor working
3 JDo you think that the national organi- more.
zation communicates with you ...
within the Democratic Party 359'!1
too littlt':
25%
with indept·ndl'nt parties
31 %
too much
1%
question not important
just the right umount
61 %
to political outlook
9%
no answer
12%
not sure
16%
no ansvver
9%
4] Do you read Democratic Left . ..
13 J With respt>ct to trade unions, do you
on a regular basis
60%
occasionally
32%
think that DSA pays ...
5%
hardly at ;ill
4%
too much attention
no answer
5%
25%
not enough attention
32%
just the right amount
5] Do you think that the national organinot sure
31%
zation fundraises from the membership ..
no answer
7%
too little
9%
too much
9%
14] Regarding turning itself into a multijust the right amount
61 %
racial organization, do you think that
no answer
21 %
DSAis . ..
not doing enough
24%
6 J Do you fed that the regular yearly dues
doing all it can
31%
of $40 are ...
38%
not sure
too little
8%
no ansvver
7%
too much
23%
just the right amount
57%
15) Regarding truly incorporating femino answa
12% nist concerns into its activities, do you
feel that DSA has ...
7] I lave you 11ttcnded any DSA events in
done an cxccllt>nt job
34%
the past twelve months?
mostly paid lip service
7%
yes
20%
not sure
49%
no ·
77%
no answer
9%
no answt·r
3%
16) And what about lesbian and gay
8 J Are you active in a DSA local or concerns?
done an excellent job
28%
campus chapter'?
mostly paid lip service
8~ (1
10%
Yl'S
86%
not sure
54%
no
11%
4%
no answer
no answl'r
9] lf"no." what is the m11in reason you are 17) Would you favor a due.s increase of up
to 2 5% so that DSA could becoml' 11 more
not 11ctive?
effective orgamzation?
no local in area
26%
30%
yes
active in other organizations 14%
30%
no
not enough time
30%
25%
not sure
other
16%
14%
no answer
110 answer
14%
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Books, Videos, Etc.
Available From DSA!
Recent Works By
Cornel West

Essential Reading for
the Clinton Era
Q Organizing for Social Change:

a New!

A Manual for Activists in the 1990s

by Cornel West

by Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall, and Steve Max

A new collection of essays on philosophy and race. Confronts the questions surounding identity politics, Critical
Legal Studies, the legacies of the civil rights movement, and
more
Routledge Press, 1993, hardcover, $20.00.

An incomparable handbook.
Seven Locks Press, 1991 , 271 pages, softcover, $20 00.

a Newl

Keeping Faith

The Activist's Almanac:
The Concerned Citizen's Guide
to the Leading Advocacy Organizations in America

a Race Matters

by David Walls

by Cornel West

A stunningly thorough and useful directory.
Simon and Schuster, 1993, 432 pages, sottcover, $18.00.

The bestselling collection of essays by DSA Honorary Chair
Corne/ West. Broad, insightful, prophetic thinking.
Beacon Press, 1993, hardcover, $15.00.

a Newl

The Quickening of America:
Rebuilding Our Nation, Remaking Our Lives

a Breaking Bread:

by Paul Martin Du Bois and Frances Moore Lappe

Insurgent Black Intellectual Life

Strategies for building community-based democratic movements and revitalizing our public life.
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1994, 338 pages, softcover, $15. 00.

by bell hooks and Cornel West

a Letters from Lexington: Reflections on Propaganda
by Noam Chomsky
A collection of essays analyzing The New York Times.
Common Courage Press, 1993, 170 pages, softcover, $10.95.

a Newl Back Off/

How to Confront and Stop
Sexual Harassment and Harassers
by Martha J. Langelan
Creative, non-violent techniques women can use to protect
their social environments from sexist aggression.
Fireside Books, 1993, 380 pages, softcover, $12.00.

This provocative and captivating dialogue discusses issues
ranging from theology and the left to contemporary music,
film and fashion .
South End Press, 1991 , 271 pages, $14.00.

a The Ethical Dimensions of Marxist Thought
by Corne! West
A searching look at Marxism by one of America's liveliest
thinkers.
Monthly Review Press, 1991 , $18 00.

a New!

Prophetic Thought in Postmodern Times

by Comel West
Reflections on the preservation of "non-market" values.
Common Courage Press, 1993, 210 pages, $15.00

a The Worst Years of Our Lives:
Irreverent Notes From a Decade of Greed
by Barbara Ehrenreich
A collection of shorter pieces by DSA Honorary Chair
Barbara Ehrenreich. Serious but fun.
Harper-Collins, 1991, 275 pages, softcover, $10.00.

a New! Prophetic Reflections:
Notes on Race and Power in America
by Comel West
Recent speeches and interviews.
As a/ways, challenging and enlightening.
Common Courage Press, 1993, 244 page~ $15.00.

a A Margin of Hope by Irving Howe
The classic memoir by DSA 's late Honorary Chair.
HBJ, 1982, 252 pages, softcover, $7 00.

0 NOW ON VIDEO!
Billy Bragg 0 Pete Seeger 0 Gretchen Reed

>t THE CONCERT FoR Joss, PEACE & FREEDOM >t
Produced by IDS, $20.00
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Books by
DSA Honorary Chairs
8 New! Ethnic Nationalism:
The Tragic Death of Yugoslavia
by Bogdan Di;n .c
Reflections on the poltJc.aJ end social forces that led to
catastrophe n the former Yugoslavia.
Umvers of i.J. nnesota Press, 1994, sottcover, $17.95.

0 Fear of Falling: The Inner Ufe of the Middle Class
by Barbara Ehrenreich
Ehrenreich dissects the middle class and examines how its
anxieties shape its political and cultural outlook
Pantheon Books, 1989, softcover, $11.00
8 Socialism and America by Irving Howe
Notes on the history of socialism in America from the time of
Eugene Debs to the present.
HBJ, 1977, softcover, 218 pages, $7 00

O After the Flood: World Politics and Democracy
in the Wake of Communism
by Bogdan Oenrtch
Denitch reflects on the historical implications of the demise
of Leninism. Thoughtful and timely.
Wesleyan University Press, 1992, softcover, $17 00
0 The Mean Season: The Attack on the Welfare State
by Fred Bloc Rlcilard A Cloward,
Barbara Ehrenr,eich, and Frances Fox Piven
A he8'thy antidote to neoconservative rhetoric.
Pantheon Boo s, 1987, softcover, 205 pages, $9.00

Michael Harrington Classics
.J The Next Left by Michael Harrington
A still-relevant analysis and prescnption for building a vibrant. effective democratic left.
Henry Holt, 1986, hardcover, 194 pages.
Special Price, now just $7.001
0 Socialism Informs the Best of Our Politics"
by Michael Harrington
Published by DSA, 1988, 4 pages, $1.00
0 The New American Poverty
by Michael Harrington
A challenging analysis of poverty 1n the context of new
economic patterns.
Penguin Books, 1984, 270 pages, softcover, $9.00.

New socialist outerwear!
0 DSA T-shirts $10.00
M
L
XL
0 DSA bicycle caps $6.00 (one size fits all)
•

ORDER

FORM.

Please cl1eck off items you wish to order. If you are
ordering more than one of a particular item, fill in
amount ordered in box. Then, fill out below.
POSTAGE ANO HANDLING
For orders $2.00 and under add $.SO
For orders from $2.01 lo $5.00 add $1.00
For orders from $5.01 to $10.00 add $2.00
For orders over $10.00 add $3.00

Youth/Campus Politics
0 Organizing for Reproductive Freedom"
Published by DSA, 1990, 46 pages.
special price $1 .00
0 Youth Section Organizing Manual"
Published by DSA. 1990, 72 pages, $3 00

DSA buttons!
0

Socialism
&
Democracy
Democratic
Soc1ahsts
of America

0

CITY/STATE/ZIP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER$_ _ _ _ __

0

Payment enclo~ed

0

Charge my credit card

If paying by Visa or Mastercard please fill in credit card number,
expiration date, and sign below.
0 VISA
0 MASTERCARD

Credit Card N u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - Expiration Date
Signature X - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Please return tltis form witlt pay,,.,nt to DSA,
180 Varick Strut, NY,NY10014 (212) 727-8610.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Planning to attend the
AMERICAN PUBLIC
HEALTH ASSOCIATION
meeting, October 30 - November 3
m Washington, D.C.?
If so, please call David Glenn at the
DSA national office (2121727-8610).
The DSA Health Care Task Force
plans to have an organized
presence there
30th Anniversary Reunion
BERKELEY FREE SPEECH
MOVEMENT
Socialists of FSM unite for political/
social reunion December 1-4. Lost
FSMer info/deductible donations to
MCLl-FSM c/o St. Hieronymus
Press, 1705 MLK Jr. Way, Berkeley,
CA 94709, fax 510/549-1405,
messages 415/487-7671, e-mail
felsenst@interval.com.
THE 1994 MIDWEST RADICAL
SCHOLARS AND ACTIVISTS
CONFERENCE
October 14-17 at Loyola University,
6525 North Sheridan, Chicago,
Illinois. Register in advance ($50
sustainer, $25 regular, $15 students). Make checks to:
Networking for Democracy
3411 West Dlversey, Suite 1
Chicago, IL 60647
call for info· 312/384-8827

Twentieth Anniversary Issue of
THE WORKBOOK
the environmental and social change
quarterly of the Southwest Research
and Information Center.
Contributors include Maria Varela,
David Walls, Lila Bird,
and many others.
Send $5 00 to SRIC, P.O. Box 4524,
Albuquerque, NM 87106
Or call: 505/262-1862.

In the next
Democratic Left:
Crime
Articles by Elliott Currie, Lynn Chancer,
Gary Phillips, Jim Chapin, and others.

Also: Clinton at mid-term; GATI; the
cnsis of African American leadership, and
more ..
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ILetters to Democratic Left
Welfare Reform
Dear Editors,
I have just finished reading "Welfare Reform and the Quandaries of the
Left" by Frances Fox Piven (July/August). Piven says that we have words
and arguments and political protestbut don't we ever have anything posith•e
to offer?
We are a reform movement within
society. Reform means change. Change
can be positive. It is not only protest.
I'd like to see some positive proposals in the publication.
Dr. Herbert Os/train
Lawrence, New York

Kudos
Dear Editors,
Glancing through the current
Democratic Left , stopping to read
Frances Fox Piven's good piece, and to
enjoy Stanley Bigman's letter on film
history, I realized that you have put
together a stronger paper than I remember from last time around
The layout seemed better to me,
and the balance of short items with
longer thoughtful pieces made this
more of a magazine and less of a house
organ. Always a hard job-and I don't

mean to be critical of those who did this
work before you. And maybe I'm wrong
and the changes are all in my mind!
David McRrynolds
War Resisters League
New York, New York
Dear Editors,
The July/August number of Democratic Left was interesting, useful, and
encouraging. The articles were informative and stimulating, while the organizational information filled a need
which I have felt for all of my several
years of membership. Most importantly, Alan Charney's column and several other pieces make clear that the
national office has begun engaging in a
real dialogue with the membership and
appears to be entering into a virtuous
cycle linking organizing, organizationbuilding and mobiliution on important issues. TI1is is very encouraging
and I would just like to express my
appreciation of what you are doing.
Chris Lowe
Portland, Oregon
Letters should be addressed to David Glenn
atDSA, 180 Varick Street, New York, NY
10014. Please include a telephone number.
Letters may be edited for space or clariry.

Time to renelV~ ~~~~~~~
If your mailing label contains the expiration code "93/06" or
"93/12," then this is your last issue of Democratic Left. Renew
your commitment to DSA by sending a check or money order
for $60 (sustainer), $40 (regular), or $20 (stud~nt/low income) to: DSA, 180 Varick Street, twelfth floor, New York,
NY I 0014. If you have questions about your membership
status, please contact Margie Bums at 212/727-8610 or the
above address.

.

~.~:::.:;.!h';,:,~.~.:.~:=J
A
bout a month ago I was talking
vith a long-time DSA member.
\'ho commented: "I've come to
the conclusion t.Rat progressives may be
worse off with Ointon as president.n
Our expectauons have always been
that political space opens up for us when
Democrats control the \Vhite House.
But under the Clmton presidency. it appears that our polillcal space has actually
shrunk. NAFTA health care. welfare refom\, striker replacement ..would we rf?ally have been any \\"Orse off under Bush'?
Has our Democratic Prt'sidency boiled
down to "Reagamsm with a human face"?
I know this lS nat complete.ly tme.
We have friends in high places. The
Supreme Court IS safe from a further
move to the nghL The wealthy do pay
marginally more m taxf:S. and so on.
And what 1s President Clinton's
vie\\110int1 TheA.,'D".:la, Bob \Voodward's
account of the Clinton \\'h1te House.
contains a fasonaung -- and illuminating
-- anecdote. In the spnng of 1993, as
Senate Republicans gained the upper
hand in the fight o"·er the economic
stimulus packa~. Cllntonvoiced his frustration. As \\'oodward tells tt: "'\\'here
are all the Democrats? Clinton bellowed.
'I hope you're all aware we're ;ill
Eisenhower ~publicans,' he said, his
voice dripping TI.'Jth sarcasm. '\Ve're
Eisenhower Republicans here. and we are
fighting the Reagan Republicans. \Ve
stand for lowerdefiots and free trade and
the bond market Im't that great?"'
Tragically. Clinton's bitter comffi(•nts describe the curn-nt political terrain pretty well. Some people in DSA
argut• that this grim situation is caused
mainly by our special-mterest-drivcn
campaign finance rystem Others concentrate on the fatlure of the broad libernl
left to mobilize effectively around issues.
And still others focus on Rill Clinton's
personal failures of leadership. All of
these arguments have merit, of course -but whatever its causes, we all agree on
the basic situation: the center of gravity in
U.S. politics continues to drift rightward.
A genuine progressive advance in this
period seems highly improb11ble.
So what are DSA's tnsks in these

circumstances? \.'\!hen I began as National Director, I was not fully aware of
the cumulative weight of 24 years of
Republican. conservAtive hegemony on
the
political
morale
of our
membership ... the degree to which it has
sapped our vitality and our will to action.
But what is most disturbing is the leadership vacuum that has followed from this
dampening of activism and involvement.
It's critical that we make DSAa more
activist organization. but what this really
means is "re-inventing" DSA's leadership
first. We need to nurture a new type of
lt>adC'rship that can mature in the absence
of broad-based activism and vibrant mass
rnoveml'nts.
Ironic as this may initially seem, we
awed to encourage some cadre-building in
our organization. Wait a minute! How
can the first response to our
marginalization be -- an inward focus?
Shouldn't Wl' try even harder to go
against the grain and propel some progressive issues into the public arena? To
which I can only respond: of course we
should. We need to build DSA's issue
campaigns. and we need to nurture vibrant, multiracial DSA locals and Youth
Section chapters. But none t!f this will mean
Pery much if we don't al"o develop serious
individual leaden who will commit to building
DSA oi•er the next thirty to forty years.
In DSA. we nt>ed to shape a social
psychology for the long haul. VIe know
that democratic socialist ideas and movenwnts will be crucial across the next century. Global capitalism continues to generate globiil pauperism. as 20 percent of
the world's people prosper and 80 percent sink downward. \Ve need to spend
time ·working with those self-selecting
DSA members who wish to become socialist leaders for the future. These members will include both long-time stalwarts
and recent adherents. But this must all be
done deliberately and systematically.
I guess I never really understood
what the "long haul" me:mt until the last
few months. Even though I have been a
progressive activist and a socialist for 25
years. it's only now that I have come to
understand why the two greatest socialist
virtues are paticnc!' and irony.
Im
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Janie Higgins Reports
- - - - - - - a s told to Steve Max

F

or a quick mental pickup I used
to watch the hamster go 'round.
Humans are so much better off,
I thought. Not any more. To the great
amusement of rodents everywhere,
humans are running on a wheel of immense dimension,
and we don't even know it. It's called productivity, and it's
the ultimate treadmill.
Said the New York Times (June 16, 1994), "Companies
are becoming more efficient and profitable, but don't
celebrate. Rarely has so much spending resulted in so little
expansion by business -- and so little job growth." Smell a
rat? The problem, explained the Times, is that although
spending on new plant and equipment is as high now as
during any period since the end of World War II, more of
that investment than ever goes to replacing old equipment
and less than ever is going into new production. In other
words, Americ:m manufacturers are investing in greater
productivity -- more goods at less cost. Of course, new
investment isn't the only way to raise productivity: wage
give-backs, benefit cuts, speedups, and health, safety, and
environment.al deregulation also do the trick.
ut what's the gripe? Conventional wisdom holds
that if you build a better mousetrap at the right
price, the world will beat a path to your door.
Productivity wins the markets, we are told, and markets
mean jobs. It ain't necessarily so! With whom does the
most productive factory compete? first, with the less
productive plants of the same company -- second, with
other American companies in the same industry. The losers
are forced to cut jobs; the winners don't necessarily add

B

any.
But what of the "real enemy," the damnable and
sneaky foreign foe for whom English isn't good enough -don'twehaveto competewitl1 them? Aren't they really the
cause of our lost jobs, 11nd isn't raising productivity the way
to win the trade war? Nl the sacrifice will pay off, ·w e are
told, when we lick the foreign compt:tition and get the jobs.

E

nter the hamster, laughing. While we work like
beavers raising productivity in order to export
American goods, American corporations see to it
that we'\vill never beat the foreign competition because, in
good measure, American corporations are the foreign competition. Says the New York Times (July 25, 1994), "American companies are once again rapidly expanding their
operations abroad -- demonstrating that no matter what
the incentives for keeping business in the United States,
the urge to spread factories, offices, stores, and jobs
overseas is irresistible." TI1e Times adds that overseas
investments are rising faster than exports, and that American companies employ 5.4 million foreign workers, 80
percent of them in manufacturing.
Robert E. Lipsey, an expert on overseas investment at
the prestigious National Bureau of Economic Research,
told the Times, "If you are going to be really important in
the world market, you are going to grow by produang in
many countries, and not by exportmg, which has its
limits." For example, the Gillette Company, maker of the
popular Sensor XL razor, has put 62 factories in 28
countries, producing products identical to those from their
Boston plant Says Gillette V.P. TI1omas Skdly. "'Ne are
also concerned about having only one place where a
product is made. There could be an explosion or labor
problems." The result: Gillette employs 2,300 production
workers here, and 7,700 workers abroad . Will someone
I ut up that damn hamster!
o, we are not against productivity or new investment, or our brother and sister workers in other
countries, but we do ask for a bit of honesty. If
productivity is about increasing jobs in which we will all
share, that's one thing. If it is really about losing jobs lo
increase profits in which we don't share, that's something
else. Let's call a trap a trap. Rodents don't have a lot of
options because they can' t organize. People, it is said, arc
different.
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Democratic Socialists of America
I

Members of the Democratic Socialists of America work in
immediate struggles for justice - as we build a movement
for long-term social change.
We bring to our work a strategy for building alliances
among social movements and a vision of a more just and
equitable society.
Join DSA and become a card-carrying member of the
largest and most exciting democratic socialist organization
in the U.S.!
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D SA,

0 Send me more information about DSA.
0 Enclosed are my dues!
0 $50 sustainer 0 $35 regular
0 $15 low-income/student
0 Eoclo~ed is a cootribuuoo of S
to help DSA's act1vi~m.
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